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Analysis of Peru’s Existing Product
All golf tourism promotion and development strategies must begin with an analysis of the existing golf courses
and their suitability for the international tourism market. This is presented below together with an overview of
the current status of golf tourism to Peru.
Figure 1 – Peru’s Golf Courses
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Golf Course

Holes

1 Asia Golf Club

18

2 Country Club de Villa

18

3 Country Club La Planicie

18

4 Lima Golf Club

18

5 Los Inkas Golf Club

18

6 Granja Azul Golf & Country Club

9

7 Los Andes Golf Club

9

8 San Bartolo Golf Course

9

9 Amazon Golf Course

12

11 Arequipa Golf Club

18

12 Cuajone Country Club

18

14 Toquepala Golf Club
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10 Country Club el Golf de Trujillo

13 Las Lomas Sports Club
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Golf Tourism Development Strategy for Peru
Six of Peru’s 14 courses have less than 18 holes (five of 9-holes and one of 12-holes). For international golf
tourism, 9-hole and 12-hole courses rarely play a significant role and those that have been successful tend to
be located in established golf destinations where there are a number of 18-hole courses nearby and where the
9-hole course has a unique selling point.
Of the remaining eight 18-hole courses, three are outside of Lima all in the southern tip of Peru:
Arequipa: At 2330m above sea level, the Arequipa Golf Club, a 6990 yard par-72 course, was originally
founded in 1918 and like many golf clubs built at the turn of the last century in Latin America its history was
related to the British railway companies. It has been situated in its current location and has been operating
more or less uninterrupted for 65 years. Benefiting from the historic city centre’s status as a World Heritage
Site, Arequipa is Peru’s third most visited city with approximately 25% being international. The city has also
grown rapidly in importance commercially and industrially. At present, however, Arequipa cannot be considered
to be an attractive for international golf visitors.
Moquegua: At 2300m above sea level the Cuajone Country Club is located in Moquegua which is a popular
tourism destination. Currently the course has 9 holes grassed and 9 holes of earth and is therefore not of
interest to visiting golfers.
Tacna: At 2600m above sea level and built in 1964, Toquepala Golf Club is located in the city of Tacna on the
border with Chile. Tacna is of little interest to international tourists and cannot be considered as a potential golf
destination.

Lima’s Golf Courses
Lima has five 18-hole courses, including the Asia Golf Club located some 94km south of the city. All five are
predominantly private golf clubs based on either a membership or residential business model.
Dating back to 1924, the Lima Golf Club is undoubtedly the most prestigious club in the country and remains
highly regarded throughout Latin America. It is centrally located on 45 hectares of land in San Isidro and has
become a modern and dynamic country club with many facilities for its members. The course itself is well
maintained and has 18 very scenic holes and a par of 72 reaching 6947 yards off the back tees. From a tourism
perspective it has the benefit of being adjacent to the Country Club Lima Hotel. Visitors staying at the hotel
enjoy access to the golf course but otherwise access is limited largely to members and their guests.
Founded in 1957, the 6933 yard 18-hole Country Club de Villa is situated within the ecological reserve of
Pantanos de Villa the Country Club de Villa. The country club boasts exceptional sporting facilities, including
some 12 tennis courts and four swimming pools. The links style courses is situated within 64 hectares which
has enabled the course to incorporate 24 lagoons which are abundant with wildlife. The golf club is relatively
accessible to visitors but in order to attract international golf travellers it would require both a redesign and the
implementation of an enhanced maintenance programme in order to become ‘export ready’.
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Built in 2007, the Asia Golf Club is located approximately one hour south of Lima and 94km from the city
centre on the coastal side of the Panamericana Highway with clear views of the beach and the sea. The course
is the longest par-72 in Lima at 7603 yards and is very well maintained. The Asia Golf Club is very much a
private facility designed for the villa owners, club members and their families and it is not looking to attract pay
and play visitors from abroad or elsewhere. If and when access is provided, the green fee is therefore very high
and does not reflect value for money in comparison to international courses of a similar standard.
The Country Club La Planicie is built on 42 hectares in one of the most exclusive residential districts of Lima
at an altitude of 858m. The 6700 yard par-72 course dates back to 1958 when the first 9 holes were
constructed. Whilst predominantly a country club designed for the benefit of its members, the golf course does
have a rate for hotel guests and allows corporate golf days.
Constructed in 1945 on 57 hectares of land, Los Inkas Golf Club is located in the suburb of Monterrico and
with 1650 active members it is very much a private golf club.

Lima Golf Club
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Is Lima an Existing Golf Destination?
With five 18-hole courses it might appear at first sight that Lima could already position itself as a golf
destination. However, as with many capital cities, all five golf courses operate primarily as private member
country clubs and have little if any interest in receiving visitors with the exception of members’ guests.
Furthermore, whilst all five courses are set up to cater perfectly well to the needs of their members, not all five
golf courses can be described as ‘export ready’ – suitable and attractive to international golf travellers, mainly
due to design and maintenance.
This is not just a theoretical statement. We are fortunate to be able to draw on the experience of an
experienced golf tour operator and their efforts to develop, promote and sell golf holiday packages to Peru.
Andean Origins, an IAGTO member tour operator based in Cusco, tried to develop golf packages to Peru,
principally to Lima, between 2008-2010. Even with 10 years’ experience of packaging and selling golf holidays
both to and from Argentina, the founder of Andean Origins, Mario Canessa, found it impossible to develop golf
packages in Lima that met the conditions demanded by international golf operators. The biggest obstacle
proved to be the lack of any commercial approach to green fee sales amongst the existing golf clubs, which is
essential for the successful operation of any international golf tour operation.
The experience of Andean Origins highlighted three challenges that Peru would need to face in order to have a
chance of becoming a golf destination:
1) New golf courses would be required to attract international golf visitors;
2) Any new golf courses would need to adopt commercial business models that would embrace pay & play
as well as membership and residential revenue streams;
3) Lastly, Andean Origins discovered that the Customs authorities at Peru’s international ports of entry
were requiring every foreign golf visitor to pay a deposit when bringing a set of golf clubs into the
country, and register each individual golf club within their golf bag. Fortunately, after much work and
with the support of PromPeru and the Ministry of Tourism this obstacle was removed to clear the way
for the future development of golf tourism to Peru.
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Selection of Regions for Site Inspections
With the assistance of Peru Golf Development (PGD), IAGTO visited four regions of Peru for consideration as
future golf destinations:
•

Lima Sur

•

Paracas

•

Cusco

•

Valle Sagrado

Within each region specific sites were visited which had been identified by PGD as having the potential for golf
course development. For reasons of commercial sensitivity we have not disclosed full details of each site
although we have been able to present a full account of the potential for golf development in each region as a
result of the various site inspections.

Peru Golf Development
PGD is the only Peruvian company focusing on the planning and implementation of new golf resort projects
in Peru, under full consideration of the sustainable development principles and conditions fostered by
international organizations and relevant business circles. This philosophy commits PGD to a holistic
approach, integrating new golf ventures in both the environmental and the social context of the location and
its closest ‘influence zone’. In this spirit, each specific golf course project shall be envisaged in a wider sense
as real estate development with participation of all involved stakeholders. PGD maintains close technical
contacts and working relationships with several internationally recognized golf course designers.
PGD Services:
•

Preliminary & Pre-feasibility Studies

•

Feasibility Studies (market – location alternatives – basic project design)

•

Project Finance schemes

•

Master Plans for Golf Resorts

•

Legal Advisory (particularly regarding real estate property issues)

•

Studies on Environmental & Social Impact Issues

•

Detailed Project Engineering (Bidding/Tendering)

•

Construction Supervision

•

Management Concepts / Operational Start Up

There are many regions of Peru that will be suitable for golf course development in the future. However, our
objective was to identify those regions that will have the greatest impact at an early stage of a golf
destination’s development. It is essential that the first golf courses built are commercially successful and that
they portray the characteristics that will make Peru attractive as a golf destination.
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The following considerations were taken into account:
•

Overall appeal from a tourism perspective

•

Accessibility from international gateways and local accommodation centres

•

Attractiveness of the terrain in terms of topography and land use

•

Suitability of the terrain in terms of environmental sustainability, water availability, cultural and
historical sensitivity

•

Potential for enhancing employment, education and opportunity within the local community

•

Availability of existing golf infrastructure and access to potential national golfing populations

Within Peru’s golf development strategy it is entirely legitimate to consider projects outside of the selected
regions. Those projects that include some dependence on international golf tourism should, however, be
required to adhere to the guidelines established within the national golf tourism development strategy.
Lima itself is the principal gateway city for virtually all international visitors and will feature within the itinerary
of 99% of first time tourists. As mentioned previously, Lima itself cannot currently be considered to be a golf
destination, but because of the high visitor numbers, locations accessible from Lima should be considered for
golf development. Lima Sur (the South Lima Coast) is without doubt the most suitable region for golf
development close to the city centre.
Paracas is interesting as a potential golf destination because of a) its proximity to Lima, b) its development as
an integrated tourism destination, c) its natural beauty, and d) the opportunities for land development.
Nazca was not visited by IAGTO although sites there have been inspected by PGD. We would consider Nazca
and other tourism destinations within Peru for secondary phase golf development once Lima Sur, Cusco, Valle
Sagrado and Paracas have been developed.
Cusco and the Valle Sagrado were obvious choices because of the region’s popularity as a tourism destination
and a topography that is well suited to spectacular golf course development.
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Lima Sur
IAGTO visited a number of potential golf course sites on both sides of the Carratera Panamericana Sur on the
160km stretch where it runs parallel to and within sight of the Pacific coastline from approximately Km 20 to
Km 180.
Km 21

The Panamericana Sur hits the coastline and turns south.

Km 40

Punta Hermosa marks a gradual land-use shift from well developed urban areas to land use that
is more rural and mixed with a series of towns and coastal resorts on the Pacific side of the road.

Km 94

The Asia Golf Club is an important landmark for future golf development.

Km 185

The Panamericana continues to hug the coastline until the road turns east towards the town of
Chincha

Km 246

The Panamericana runs inland but parallel to the coast from Chincha through Pisco and on to the
resort and reserve of Paracas

Golf Tourism Appeal
For Peru to develop as a serious and sustainable golf destination, it is important that golf visitors are provided
with an opportunity to enjoy golf whilst visiting Lima. The development of golf courses in Lima Sur, accessible
to visitors, is therefore a priority.
Whilst international visitors will be able to enjoy and take advantage of the golfing opportunities in Lima Sur,
the return on investment for these projects will be driven primarily by the national market. Domestically golf
developments in Lima Sur will offer recreational, short break, retreat and residential opportunities that will be
welcomed by Limeños. Internationally Peru will be able to offer a new product to the hundreds of thousands of
leisure and business visitors that combines dramatic coastal scenery and the comfort of first class facilities.
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Business Model
Before considering the key components of future golf developments on Lima’s south coast, it is worth looking at
the Asia Golf Club which is a successful golf real estate development just over 90km from the city centre.
Asia Golf Club
•

Coastal side of Panamericana

•

Uninterrupted views of the ocean

•

Direct access to the beach

•

Quality golf course and club house

•

Up-market real estate development

•

Exclusive use of golf course for its members

We understand that the Asia Golf Club business model has been successful but its exclusive positioning means
that it cannot be accessible to visitors. In order to contribute to Peru as a golf destination whilst also being
economically viable, we recommend that the business models of future golf developments include a broader
mix of revenue streams and incorporate the following elements:
Recommended Elements for Lima Sur Golf Developments
•

High quality golf course

•

Club house & function rooms for social and business events

•

High quality visitor facilities including locker rooms and VIP suites

•

Topographical interest including ocean views and mountain views

•

Real estate sales

•

Membership sales

•

Green fee pay & play sales

•

Practice & Academy including facilities for beginners and families

•

Hotel accommodation depending on location

•

Caddy service

Accessibility
The business models are likely to differ according to the golf development’s distance from Lima. Ideally new
golf developments should be as close to Lima as possible, minimising the driving time.
Golf developments within 70km of Lima are going to be more successful at attracting pay & play visitors and
will drive more business in general through the golf course, including member rounds and members’ guest
rounds. It is important for a golf course to have a relatively high ‘occupancy rate’ (not only at weekends) as
this makes the golf course itself more sustainable and is better for local employment.
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The closer a golf development is to Lima, the more meetings, conference and social functions it can attract and
therefore Club house and function room facilities become all the more important. The locker room facilities
must also be large enough to accommodate groups who wish to change and shower before enjoying the
catering facilities of the golf club before returning to Lima.
The decision whether or not to include hotel accommodation within the master plan will depend on the distance
from Lima and also the topography of site, including access to the beach and views of the ocean and
mountains.

Topography – Inland & Coastal Sites
Any viable return on investment for golf developments in Lima Sur is going to depend on domestic sales - real
estate sales, hotel room sales, green fees and business/social functions. For that reason the sites must be
selected primarily on their national appeal (rather than international tourism appeal).
Land prices on inland sites (to the east of the Carratera Panamericana) tend to be lower and are therefore an
attractive option if they can be commercially viable. Due to the preference for real estate on the coastal side of
the road with direct access to the beach, inland sites should aim for the following:
•

Unrestricted ocean views across the highway

•

Spectacular golf course setting making the most of mountain views

•

Highest quality golf course with a ‘status appeal’

•

Easy access to a ‘beach club’ or similar resort area on the coastal side

Distance from Lima will also have a specific bearing on inland developments:
•

Inland locations are more likely to succeed if they are relatively close to Lima

•

Inland locations close to Lima need to offer multi-functional facilities to attract business and social
events as well as real estate sales, club membership and pay & play.

•

Inland sites tend to increase in variety and vegetation the further they are from Lima, and land prices
generally become more affordable.

Much of the inland areas close to Lima have been earmarked for industrial use which is an important
consideration for prospective golf developments. Any inland golf development must be protected against any
future industrial development that might impact on its scenic appeal.
The main topographical advantages on inland locations are:
•

Mountain view backdrops

•

Sloping terrains can provide natural amphitheatres and uninterrupted coastal views from both the golf
course and residences
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•

Rivers, streams and ravines can be incorporated into both the golf course and the real estate master
plan

Coastal locations for golf developments will be most popular for the following reasons:
•

The demand for real estate with direct ocean views and direct access to the beach

•

The existing resorts, towns and infrastructure on the coastal side of the Panamericana

Topographically the coastal sites can also have advantages including:
•

Direct sea views

•

Hills, spurs and cliff tops surrounding the bays, providing scenic relief to the flatter developed coastal
areas

•

The sandy soil will be relatively easy for golf course development

Inland side of Panamericana - Low Productive Arable Land

Environmental Sustainability
Coastal environments are always important ecological zones, particularly the inter-coastal area where the sea
meets the land. Mixed urban and rural land-use is common along the coast and development is beginning to
take place more rapidly.
Golf developments provide an opportunity to manage large sections of land in a way that stabilises entire areas,
providing a balanced mix of housing, infrastructure, managed landscaping and preserved natural areas. This
contrasts with the majority of non-industrial land sales which are generally for much smaller pieces of land for
housing development. It is easier to implement and manage sustainable environmental policies in a single golf
development than across a number of small and independent housing developments.
Golf developments are one of the few land-uses that leave so much land within their boundaries undisturbed.
For this reason golf developments should actually be encouraged in areas where the gradual encroachment of
urbanisation is considered potential environmental danger.
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Companies investing in constructing an 18-hole golf real estate development have to purchase a large area of
land in the region of 100 hectares. Land prices however are geared to smaller plots (2-5 hectares) for housing
developments. Most golf developments preserve a significant part of the land in its natural state, but this land
must also be purchased at the premium rates targeted for the housing market. Golf developers are therefore at
a disadvantage because there appears to be little reduction in land price even given the low intensity of the
land use within the golf development. High prices can lead developers to purchase less land than is necessary
to preserve environmental stability.
Most of the sites suitable for golf development on the coastal side of the highway are either unfertile arid
terrains or low intensity pasture and poultry farms. In both cases a well designed master plan would ensure
that any golf development would contribute positively to the environmental sustainability of the area.
On the inland side of the highway most of the suitable sites are arable but currently unproductive. Conversion
to a golf development would once again be a positive step for environmental sustainability as it would allow for
the preservation of endemic vegetation and create nesting and feeding grounds for wildlife.
Water Conservation
Any golf development in Lima Sur would use Paspalum grass for all grassed areas of the golf course. Paspallum
is a unique grass that thrives on high salinity water and can therefore be irrigated with diluted salt water.
Paspallum will even survive for a time if watered directly with sea water. The main advantage of Paspallum is
therefore that it dramatically reduces the need for fresh water irrigation by up to 90%.
Golf courses are also now designed to use recycled water and the courses themselves can form an important
part of the water treatment process through the natural filtration and closed-loop drainage systems.
The density of the housing on a golf development will also impact the water usage, which is why it is important
for golf developments to be built on sufficiently large and cost effective sites where real estate construction can
be kept within manageable limits in terms of water consumption.

Existing water pump in a disused Oliver Grove

Unproductive Olive Grove
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IAGTO makes the following recommendations for all new golf course developments in Lima Sur:
1. The design, construction and master plan must place the highest priority on water conservation,
treatment and recycling;
2. Agronomy to incorporate water efficient grasses;
3. Integration with water recycling plans for local communities;
4. Government incentives for desalination plants and water treatment plants that benefit the community
as well as the golf course.
Some of the locations, particularly the old orchard and plantation sites have existing water sources that can be
harnessed for use by the golf development.

Social Responsibility
IAGTO has recommended that golf developments within reach of the city centre should have multi-level
revenue streams and a diverse range of facilities. In short, a multi-functional master plans. These golf
developments should aim to generate a constant flow of visitors during weekdays as well as weekends. Greater
‘traffic’ leads to higher and more constant employment. As an example, we have listed below the different
types of business and different types of client that multi-functional golf developments in Lima Sur could attract:
•

Real estate owners 7 days/week (for developments within commuting distance)

•

Real estate owners at weekends

•

Golf Club members at weekends

•

Golf Club members and Pay & Play members during weekdays

•

Corporate Golf Events during weekdays

•

Special Events and Tournaments during weekdays open to members and non-members

•

Domestic & International Tourists visiting from Lima

•

Domestic & International Tourists travelling to or from Paracas (when golf is developed)

•

Weekday business & golf functions

•

Wedding receptions & social functions

•

Academy groups of students and all ages during weekdays and weekends

•

Family days with combined access to Academy, Practice Facilities, Golf Club & Beach Club

This list does not include the additional visitor business that would be attracted to a development with an onsite hotel.

Wasteland can be put to good use to employ local people
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Wherever possible, all new golf developments should be ‘Caddy Courses’ with caddies trained and employed
from the local towns and villages. The employment of caddies is most sustainable when golf is not limited either
to weekend play or to real estate owners and club members. Caddies need to work regularly and therefore it is
important that all new golf courses aim to achieve a high number of rounds per year, regularly throughout the
seasons and 7 days a week.
Golf developments in Lima Sur are within commuting distance of the city and therefore have the advantage
being able to employ professionally trained hospitality staff. There will also be plenty of opportunity for
employment and training for local communities:
•

Golf Course ‘gardeners’ bring local knowledge of climate, horticultural and agricultural conditions which
they can apply with pride to their local golf course;

•

Golf Course ‘green keepers’ take this a step further and are trained by experienced Superintendents to
maintain the greens, fairways and tees;

•

Golf Course ‘caddies’ enjoy many advantages in addition to regular employment as they a) learn a new
trade, b) are provided with the opportunity to learn, play and practice golf, c) interact with visitors from
other countries, and d) are rewarded financially directly in relation to their efforts to learn new skills.

It is important also that all new courses in Lima Sur have a programme for engaging the local community and
also providing training facilities for talented kids from a wider catchment area that can include Lima itself.

Cultural Heritage
Peru is so rich in cultural heritage that it is no surprise that there will be areas of archaeological interest along
the Lima Sur coast.
Our recommendations are that archaeological impact assessments take place at an early stage of all golf
developments. Any development covering over 60 hectares on a coastal site is likely to uncover something of
archaeological interest, which of course might otherwise remain undiscovered. Because golf courses can
incorporate natural spaces, we recommend an approach that would use the finances of the golf course
development to help preserve and showcase sites of archaeological interest.
Part
Archaeological remains abound in Lima Sur

of

this

process

would

ensure

that

the

golf

developments not only help to uncover, preserve and
showcase interesting sites, but that public access is also
provided. A good master plan will ensure that the golf
course also reflects interesting aspects of the area’s cultural
heritage. There are many examples of this around the world
where old agricultural walls have been incorporated into the
course design, or where the design of the course itself
reflects the natural and cultural surroundings.
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Paracas
Paracas is located just under 250km south of Lima, a three hour drive on the Carretera Panamericana Sur, and
just 17km south of Pisco. From a tourism perspective, two things set Paracas apart from all of the coastal towns
between Lima and Nazca: The Paracas National Reserve and the resort’s first class hotel infrastructure.
The Paracas National Reserve of the Paracas Peninsula, coastal areas and tropical desert extending to the south
slightly past Punta Caimán, covers a total of 335,000 hectares of which 65% is in marine waters. Its main
purpose is to preserve the marine ecosystem and protect the historical cultural heritage related to ancient
indigenous peoples, mostly of the Paracas culture.
The reserve is home to many species of wildlife, particularly birds, which are largely concentrated at the water's
edge. Established in 1975, it is the oldest marine reserve in Peru, and it incorporates a variety of marine
habitats and tropical desert.
Paracas has a beautiful coastline with views of the north-western spur of the peninsula. Within the past few
years a number of first class hotels have been developed including:
•

Hotel Libertador Paracas Resort & Spa – a Luxury Collection Resort

•

Doubletree by Hilton Resort Peru

•

La Hacienda Bahia Paracas

New hotels are currently under construction and the resort’s infrastructure is being rapidly developed.

Golf Tourism Appeal
In terms of tourism infrastructure, Paracas is definitely in its early development phase with much more work
yet to be done. However, the destination’s appeal is it tranquil setting and beautiful scenery, a far cry from the
hustle and bustle of Lima. Both the Libertador and the Doubletree hotels offer a first class service that will
match those of the best hotels in the capital.
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The authorities in Paracas are aware that they will need to develop a wider range of attractions and facilities in
order to significantly grow the number of visitors and most importantly the duration of stay. Currently the
average stay is only 2 nights.
The authorities have already recognised that golf should be one of the products offered to visitors and the signs
that welcome visitors to the ‘Paracas Golf Resort’ are an indication of this enthusiastic foresight, if a little bit
premature!
With the appropriate golf facilities of the highest standards, Paracas could become an very popular short break
destination for the national market, with couples and families visiting for not only a weekend but for extended
stays if the golf and complementary facilities are readily available.
High quality golf courses on the perimeter of the National Park will literally transform the destination in terms of
its appeal to golfers and non-golfers alike. Golf courses constructed on the ‘moonscape’ of Paracas would create
a truly spectacular green backdrop to the ocean-front resort. It would also provide an opportunity to reintroduce native plants long lost from the area whilst increasing the value and adjacent land earmarked for
development.
A first class golf and marine destination with great hotels and an accessible national reserve can also make an
impact on the Latin American holiday market. For the long haul international market, the development of golf in
Paracas will make it a more popular destination to combine with Nazca for those travelling to Nazca by road. A
successful golf destination in Paracas combined with quality golf courses along Lima’s south coast will help to
put Lima Sur on the map as a golf destination to rival others in Latin America.

Business Model
The golf course developments in Paracas do not require a hotel component as there are sufficient first class
hotel rooms in the resort, with more on the way. Real estate opportunities would need to be provided for the
golf course developer on adjacent land outside the National Reserve in order to make the golf course
investment worthwhile.
The golf developments must be integrated into the resort, providing ample learning, improvement and practice
facilities that couples and particularly families can enjoy, in addition to quality 18-hole golf courses. The
financial model will need to be significantly different in Paracas with hotels being the major benefactors of golf
course development. Key factors to enable to development of golf in Paracas should include:
•

Re-zoning of the perimeter of the Reserve to allow for golf course development in the least sensitive
areas of the desert landscape;

•

Involvement of the landowners will be necessary to reduce the cost of the project, based on the
premise that the golf course/s will transform the destination for the benefit of the local community,
enhance the environment and provide a unique return on investment that would otherwise not exist;
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•

Funding would be required from the hotels and real estate developers as the golf course/s will be
designed to benefit all accommodation providers;

•

Developers must be given incentives in terms of adjacent real estate developments and lower purchase
and operational costs;

•

The golf course and extensive practice facilities would operate very much on a public course basis with
the revenue from participation fees designed solely to offset annual maintenance costs.

Developing golf on the perimeter of the National Reserve will make the development of golf on the inland side
of the Panamericana financially viable in the future.

Topography
Most of the land on the coastal side of the Panamericana is very flat and devoid of natural vegetation. Strong
offshore winds are also a common and must be taken into account in the design of any golf course. The inland
side of the Panamericana, some distance from the resort itself, is arable and has more relief and mature
vegetation which will make it suitable for golf course development.

Paracas Reserva

Environmental Sustainability
The local authorities have the complicated task of balancing the requirement of protecting the Paracas National
Reserve whilst developing tourism revenue for the destination.
A re-zoning of some perimeter areas of the National Reserve is currently under consideration, and we would
recommend that land use be considered for golf course development where appropriate.
Golf courses without real estate provide perfect buffers between urbanised resort areas and totally protected
national reserves. They also provide visitors with a new way to experience the reserve without disturbing it, by
integrating parts of the reserve into the golf course itself. It is common with golf courses of this nature to have
areas within the boundaries of the golf course which are preserved in their natural state.
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In order to construct the golf course in a desert area, it is necessary to provide irrigation. Once this has been
done it provides a unique opportunity to re-introduce native plants that have long since been lost to the
reserve. The careful re-introduction of native plants can also then lead to further protection of wildlife which will
inhabit the course and its environs. The golf course itself would become a nature and environment trail for the
benefit of visitors and the local community alike.

Low Productive Arable Land Nearby Paracas

Water Conservation
All water for tourism purposes in Paracas must come from desalination plants to begin with, and water
treatment plants once there is sufficient grey water produced by the hotels, apartments and restaurants. Whilst
Paspallum grass can thrive on salt water, significant volumes of desalinated water will still be needed to
maintain the golf course in good condition.
For this reason any golf development would need to build its own desalination plant. The golf course’s irrigation
system can also perform an important role in treatment of grey water produced by the resort. In many golf
resorts around the world, the golf course provides an important stage in the water recycling process.
Taking all of this together, the golf developments can actually become net contributors to the resort’s water
supply.
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Social Responsibility
As with all golf developments in Peru recommended in this report, there will be ample opportunity for local
employment for the maintenance and operation of the golf courses. Learning facilities and practice holes will be
central to the resort’s golf development and this will also provide a unique opportunity to engage with the local
community. The transformation from arid desert to lush greenery on the edge of the national reserve provides
an opportunity to involve schools and local communities from an early stage, as well as providing opportunities
for gardeners and greenkeepers.
Plans can also be implemented to make the golf course accessible for the local community to enjoy at specific
times of the day on a regular basis when not being used for play.

Cultural Heritage
The Paracas National Reserve protects not only the marine and desert environments but also prehistoric sites of
the Paracas culture and other ancient civilizations. Near the Muséo Sitio de Julio C. Tello is the Paracas
Necropolis, comprising the Cabezas Largas and Cerro Colorado burial sites, and also in the reserve is Pampa de
Santo Domingo, where human remains have been dated to 6500 BC.
Any re-zoning of the perimeter of the National Reserve would take this into account and therefore golf course
development would in no way impact negatively on the Paracas’ cultural heritage. We would suggest that the
local schools be involved in the naming of the golf course holes, which is another way to bring to the attention
of visitors images of Peru’s rich cultural heritage. For example, a decorated flute or ‘quena’ found in Paracas is
believed to be the first musical instrument of Peru. The name or the instrument itself could be incorporated into
the course design. The photographs below show how various golf courses have incorporated local crafts and
cultural images into their design.
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Cusco & the Valle Sagrado
We register Cusco and the Valle Sagrado as two separate golf destinations because of the driving time between
them, although because there is definitely a cross over between the two we are considering them both together
in this section.
As Peru’s premier international tourism destination, the region encompassing Cusco and the Valle Sagrado is an
obvious contender for the development of a first class golf destination. Provided that the most suitable land can
be acquired in the most appropriate locations at the right price, then we have absolutely no doubt that golf can
become an important new driver of tourism to Cusco over the coming decade.

Golf Tourism Appeal
As a World Heritage Site receiving some 2 million visitors a year, Cusco is a very well established tourism
destination. Even as the city has grown it has lost none of its appeal and has been extremely well preserved
and is serviced by a hotel infrastructure offering more than 2000 rooms.
Popular tourism destinations also tend to have good access to accommodate the large number of visitors, and
this is the case with Cusco which enjoys many daily flights from Lima in addition to Arequipa and a few other
cities. The development of the new airport at Chinchero will increase capacity still further.
The hospitality industry is extremely well developed and there is a wealth of opportunities for golfers to
combine golf with culture (both ancient and modern), fine dining, spa, sightseeing and the great outdoors. The
roads are good and travel to locations in the Valle Sagrado is straight forward and very scenic.
Currently visitors can enjoy the mountain and valley scenery through visits to sites of archaeological and
historical interest around Cusco and by visiting Ollantaytambo and from there on to the breathtaking spectacle
of Machu Picchu itself. The development of golf will provide another way for visitors to enjoy the magnificent
views afforded by the snow-capped Andes, particularly for those without the stamina to take on the Inca Trail.

Typical Panorama close to Cusco
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Topography
The landscape surrounding Cusco is stunning and there is no doubt that golf courses here have the potential to
be amongst the most spectacular in the world. Stunning landscape is, however, often accompanied by
development challenges. For Cusco and more specifically the Valle Sagrado, the difficulties that will be
encountered are the altitude and the steepness of the terrain.
With Cusco sitting at 3400m above sea level, and with most suitable sites visited lying above 3000m, the
altitude simply means that more land is required as golf courses need to be longer as the golf ball travels much
further in thinner air. At 3000m a golf ball will travel 20% further than at sea level. In theory this means that a
golf course of a similar difficulty would require 20% more land.
Golf courses need to be designed with cart paths because most golfers will find it difficult to walk the courses at
this altitude unless the courses are particularly flat. Sites that incorporate steep terrain also require more land
as fairways and greens require natural or engineered flat surfaces, which often leads to higher construction
costs.
Therefore the topography of the Cusco and Valle Sagrado region will facilitate spectacular courses but usually at
a higher cost because of the additional land required and the higher construction costs. There are exceptions to
this and we have visited potential sites on flat pasture land which does not face these challenges.
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Business Model
As well as being a massive draw to international visitors, Cusco is also very popular for domestic tourism
offering a refreshing break from the rigours of Lima city life. There are many Limeños with second homes in
Cusco and we expect that many of them will relish the opportunity to play golf during their visits to Cusco.
Golf Club membership both for residents of Cusco and those with second homes in the city will certainly be
popular. There is plenty of hotel accommodation, over 2000 rooms, in Cusco and therefore courses within a
short distance of the city are unlikely to benefit from building hotel rooms, although courses further away,
particularly in the Valle Sagrado could incorporate a boutique hotel if they offer spectacular views.
Real estate is at a premium in Cusco as the available land is physically restricted by the valley sides. Land
prices in the city centre are some of the highest on the continent. Cusco is therefore expanding in only one
direction, south east down the valley. This provides opportunities for golf development and the Kuntur Cancha
project at Huacarpay, some 30km from the city centre, is already looking to take advantage of this.
Real estate, if close enough to the city, will be residential, whilst for sites further away, particularly those
towards the Valle Sagrado are more likely to be aspirational second homes in a villa style offering magnificent
views, fresh air and a peaceful environment. The business model of any golf course in and around the Valle
Sagrado is therefore also likely to include a villa rental pool which tourists will be able to take advantage of.
Visitor green fees will be an important revenue stream as all courses will seek to attract both national and
international visitors.

Environmental Sustainability
Environmental sustainability is a prerequisite for all golf development in Peru, but in the pristine environment of
Cusco and the Valle Sagrado environmental sustainability should be a visible component of all golf
developments. Most of the sites suitable for golf development will be conversions from low-yield agricultural
land (arable, pasture or fallow) and in these cases environmental sustainability is relatively easy to achieve.
The biggest challenge for golf developments in the region will be to ensure that sufficient land is purchased to
allow for longer golf courses, natural areas, spectacular views and enhanced environmental sustainability.
Water Conservation
Water is unlikely to be an issue in a number of sites around Cusco and the Valle Sagrado due to the rainfall and
available water sources, although extended dry spells can occur. For example there is an abundance of water at
the Huacarpay site which is adjacent to a major wetland and other development or land use would be very
difficult for this site for that reason.
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Water quality in the rivers in and around the Valle Sagrado is much poorer than perhaps would be expected in
an Andean environment with pollution levels quite high. In Aguas Calientes, for example, sewerage treatment is
not 100% effective and the river waters suffer as a result.
This provides a great opportunity for the golf courses as water treatment plants can play a role in reoxygenating the water before it returns to the water table and on to the rivers.

Social Responsibility
As an example, the Kuntur Cancha golf development at Huacarpay is anticipated to employ 60 people plus 1
employee for each hotel room. Golf developments further away from Cusco will employ more people,
particularly those with villa real estate and if all courses adapt a caddy policy then the numbers will exceed 200
per golf course.
Two or three export ready golf courses within the region will attract more national and international visitors
with foreign tourists largely opting to stay in Cusco’s existing hotels. This will generate incremental revenue for
the existing tourism sector and support employment. It is anticipated that visitors who play golf in Cusco are
likely to stay longer in the region than the current average stay of 4 nights.
There is also a great opportunity for the rural communities outside of Cusco to be employed to work on the
course or to learn the skills of a caddy. In our opinion, where there is land-use shift from pasture, arable or
fallow fields to richly landscaped golf courses, it is important to be able to involve the community by providing
them with employment and even educational and training opportunities.

Cultural Heritage
With Cusco a World Heritage Site, and Machu Picchu perhaps the most magnificent of all seven wonders of the
world, the preservation of ancient and modern heritage is more important here than perhaps at any other
potential golf destination in Peru. For sites that are being converted from pasture or arable farmland cultural
heritage preservation can again be enhanced, by incorporating features of centuries of architecture into the golf
course and real estate designs, whilst minimising disturbance to any existing structures.
Once again, golf development can reinforce cultural, environmental and historical facets of the destination
whilst providing new experiences for visitors and more educational and employment opportunities for local
communities.
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The Value of Golf Tourism
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High-Revenue Low-Impact Tourism
Governments and tourist boards around the world have recognised the importance of golf travel and the great
potential it has to generate sustainable growth in high revenue, low impact tourism. Golf has been used to
change the image of a destination, increase 5 star hotel room sales, attract meetings & incentive events,
generate real estate sales, draw inward investment, improve environmental sustainability, enhance water
conservation and create leisure and sporting opportunities for underprivileged kids and skilled employment for
caddies, greenkeepers, managers and all areas of the hospitality industry.
USA golfers take approximately 39.5 million golf trips annually. The typical profile of the US golfer is as follows:
•

Age:

48.5

•

Household Income:

US$104,000

•

Annual Rounds:

25.7

•

Number of vacation golf trips annually:

3.3

The average income of the Canadian golfer who takes golf holidays is double that of the average Canadian
holiday maker (C$100,000 compared to C$50,000). In 2008 Canadians spent C$13.5 billion each year on golf,
of which C$1.8billion was spent on golf tourism.
The average Japanese golfer spends US$5,924 a year on golf related activities. Female golfers over 50 spend
the most, averaging over $8,000 a year.
It is estimated by the private Leisure Industry Institute that South Korean golfers took 635,000 golf trips in
2006, spending US$1.18 billion.
European golfers take 8.8 million golf trips annually. 26% of European golf travellers are from SocioEconomic Category AB which is a total measure of economic and social position in relation to others, based
on income, education, and occupation. Socio–Economic AB individuals in Europe are employed in higher and
lower managerial and professional occupations and have an average household income of approximately
US$90,000.
An average of 33% of European golfers take golf trips annually.
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There are over 55 million golfers worldwide, with many of these playing regularly and thereby becoming
potential golf travellers. Their numbers break down approximately as follows:
Figure 2 – Selected National Golf Populations

Specific golfing populations include

NORTH AMERICA

EUROPE

ASIA

33 million

8 million

13 million

USA

27 million

Canada

5 million

UK

3 million

Germany

800,000

Sweden

1 million

Korea

1.7 million

China

1 million

Thailand

800,000

Malaysia

450,000

50% of all regular golfers have taken a golf holiday and Golf Travellers represent the wealthiest 50% of
all golfers.
Of golfers that play regularly, between 20-30% will take a golf holiday in the coming 12 months.
Golfers spend on average 120% more per person per day in destination (more than double the spend of the
average leisure tourist).
Whilst 12% of American adults play golf, they are responsible for 27% of America’s total travel
spend! Therefore our recommendation to the Mexican government in 2004 was that they promote Mexico to
American golfers regardless of whether they travel to Mexico to play golf.
Golfers are frequent travellers and contribute disproportionately worldwide to travel associated with family
holidays, business travel, conference attendance, travelling to and from overseas second homes, expatriate
travel and of course regular golf vacations.
Golf tourism has grown 2.5 times faster than general leisure tourism over the past 20 years.
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Direct revenue to golf tourism suppliers represents only approximately one quarter of the total benefit.
The high quality golf infrastructure increases:
Figure 3 – Golf Tourism drives Indirect Sales

•

Meetings & Incentive Business

•

Real Estate Sales

•

International Inward Investment

•

Upmarket Image of a Destination

Golf tourism recovers twice as fast as general leisure tourism to economic downturns and other drops in
consumer confidence.

Selected Examples
Mexico: In 2004, golf tourism represented 2% of all visitors to Mexico but 3% of total tourism receipts (even
without allowing for a higher estimated spend per person per day in destination).
Portugal: In the Algarve coast of Portugal, Europe’s second most important golf destination after Spain, golf
tourism represented 12% of the region’s total tourism revenue in 2011 even though the Algarve only has 30
18-hole golf courses. Furthermore, 93% of all golf was played by foreign visitors. What is even more important
to the Algarve is that the majority of this business comes in the shoulder and low season (the European winter
season) and therefore the economic impact on the region has an even greater value in terms of employment
and lengthening of the tourism season.
Mauritius: Although located 12 hours by air from their principal markets, the Indian Ocean island of Mauritius
attracted 55,000 golf tourists in 2011, representing 6% of all arrivals, despite the destination having only seven
18-hole golf resorts.
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The QAPP Principle
The preceding section of this report considered the value that golf developments can bring to a destination.
However, these benefits will only materialise if all new golf developments are economically viable. In this
section we present the factors that will determine whether a golf course destination will be financially successful
on an operational level.
A number of factors affect the success of any golf destination, but over 15 years IAGTO has determined that no
golf destination has consistently achieved success in golf tourism, particularly in the more uncertain economic
times, without scoring highly in four key areas:
•

Quality

•

Access

•

Price

•

Promotion

This was first identified in 2003 and has become known as IAGTO’s QAPP Principle.

Quality
With supply generally running ahead of demand in most golf destinations, golf travellers will only choose to play
golf courses that meet their specifications. If a destination does not have sufficient courses that meet these
requirements the golfer will simply go elsewhere. The first criteria of the golf traveller is Quality...
•

Quality of golf course design and maintenance along with club house facilities and service;

•

Quality of accommodations and the service provided by inbound tour operators;

•

Quality also extends to the commercial relationship between the golf clubs, hotels, inbound operators
and also outbound golf tour operators in key markets.

The further a golfer travels, the more important Quality becomes. This applies both to the distance travelled to
the golf destination and the distance travelled from the hotel to the golf course. The different aspects of Quality
combine to become the ‘Golf Experience’ that the golfer enjoys.
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Access
Access has both international and local aspects:
International Access – The ease with which golfers can get to the golf destination
Local Access – The ease with which golfers can get from their chosen accommodation to the golf courses
International access from key markets should be straightforward involving either direct flights or easy
connections along with un-complicated golf club carriage. Direct flights are preferable with the accommodation
centre being no more than 90 minutes drive from the airport, with at least 3 courses within a 45 minute drive
of the hotel or accommodation hub (see Figure 4).
Figure 4 – International Access

Golf courses should be comfortably accessible from the chosen accommodation centres. A minimum of 3 tourist
friendly or ‘export ready’ golf courses should be reachable by car no more than 45 minutes drive from the
accommodation hubs. To accommodate all forms of golf travel, a minimum of 5 export ready golf courses
should be easily accessible.
Although this varies from market to market and depends on the average length of stay, evidence shows that
75% of golfers will consider a destination with 3 golf courses easily accessible from their hotel, whereas 100%
of golfers will be happy with 5 courses within a 45 minute drive (see Figure 5).
Figure 5 – Local Access
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Price
More important than the precise green fee or room rate is the value for money that the golf package
represents. The price paid by the visitor must represent value for money when compared to golf courses and
golf destinations of a similar quality in competing golf destinations.

Promotion
Scoring highly on Quality, Access and Price alone is not enough unless golfers in key markets are very familiar
already with the destination and the offer. For emerging destinations striving to make an impact and relatively
new to the international golf traveller scene, cost effective and targeted promotion is absolutely essential if the
destination is to achieve momentum in terms of rising golf travel sales.

Other Success Factors
Whilst the variance in quality, access, price and promotion will determine the relative success of every golf
destination, other factors will also have a bearing on the appeal of a golf destination and these include:
•

Good golfing weather at the time that golf travellers wish to visit

•

The variety of different golf course experiences (not just the number of courses)

•

The perceived security of a destination

•

Local restaurants and bars; spa and shopping facilities

•

Places of interest to the discernible tourist

Peru will score highly in most of these areas and therefore the key to the commercial success of the
new golf developments will depend very much on the QAPP principle defined above.

Kiawah Island (South Carolina, USA)
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Social Responsibility
Golf tourism creates jobs. This is one of the most important benefits of the development of this lucrative niche
market. Furthermore, golf tourism provides an opportunity for education, cultural interaction and sports
development.
Golf courses generally employ a high proportion of local people. And
golf courses offer diverse employment opportunities with good pay
and career development plans. For example on one course Mauritius
the average employee age is 24 and the golf course has contributed
to ensuring that the younger generation can find work, learn new
skills and interact with people from various cultures. Because many of
the jobs require specific skills, the courses may also contribute to a
desirable pursuit of education and qualifications amongst local people.
Where appropriate, for touristic courses we certainly encourage the
use of caddies who tend to have a long tenure and occasionally can
break through to become world beating players e.g. Carlos Franco

Carlos Franco with Peter Walton

(Paraguay), Angel Cabrera and Eduardo Romero (Argentina).
Golf courses can employ from 50 to 500 staff depending on their location, operational priorities and business
model. Simple municipal golf courses can sustain a minimal clubhouse and pro-shop and maintain a golf course
with as few as 15 greenkeeping staff. However, the majority of tourism based golf resorts employ many more
people in different areas.

Caddy Training Indonesia
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Bogor Raya (Jakarta) employs 150 gardners!

The Bogor Raya Golf Club in Jakarta, Indonesia, employs a total of 500 staff including 150 gardeners, 30 green
keepers, 150 caddies, 50 restaurant and 80 other clubhouse staff.
In hotels the guest/staff ratio is often quoted as being 1:1 whereas in integrated golf resort developments the
ratio can be even higher. One of the most striking differences between hotel and golf resort employment is that
golf resorts and golf courses tend to provide more opportunities for local employment and local training. Golf
courses by their very nature tend not to be in city centres. This provides opportunities for employment from
nearby rural towns and villages.
In the hotel industry it is often necessary to bring in well trained staff from distant cities, whereas with golf
courses there are many jobs that do not require training at city based hospitality academies, particularly those
that involve working on the golf course in a maintenance capacity or as caddies. Caddies, greenkeeping,
maintenance, engineering and gardening are major areas of employment on a golf course. This is in addition to
the customer-facing positions in the club house, pro shop, changing rooms and restaurant facilities.
In greenkeeping, existing rural skills can be incorporated and enhanced, and in caddy programmes young
adults are given invaluable language and communication training; whilst the clubhouse and restaurant facilities
are excellent training grounds for the hospitality industry as a whole.
Furthermore, golf clubs are keen to identify talented youngsters from the local towns and villages communities
and fulfil an important aspirational role in the community.
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Whilst job shifting and displacement can happen when land use is changed, golf has been the catalyst for
tourism development in some areas where previously the local community has had to endure real hardships.
And well planned golf developments can substantially impact and improve the lives of local people.
In the Azores an abandoned rocky area, unsuitable for farming, and with poor access for real estate was
transformed by the construction of a golf course, where there is now housing and employment (Batalha Golf
Club).
Golf tourism developments:
•

Employ a high proportion of local people

•

Provide a diverse range of career opportunities with good pay

•

Encourage local education & training

•

Provide caddies with a long tenure

•

Act as a catalyst for improving lives

Many golf courses are actually used by local communities as part of an education programme on how to care
for the environment. A number of courses educate locals and visitors alike by identifying indigenous trees and
providing bird guidebooks. Roco Ki, the new Nick Faldo designed golf course in the Dominican Republic works
with a local orphanage; Fish River Sun in South Africa supports 3 schools through its Corporate Social
Investment program. Foundations for the community have been set up by a number of golf resorts including
the

Legend

Foundation

in

South

Africa,

bringing

clinics,

medical

dispensaries,

religious/social/commercial space for local people.
Extended social responsibility programmes enacted by IAGTO member golf courses include:
•

School programmes

•

Caring for the environment

•

Foundations & charities

•

Virtual nature trails

Legend Golf Resort (South Africa)
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Environmental Sustainability
Good environmental management is NOT a luxury... it's just good business practice!
In summary good environmental management:
•

Reduces energy, water, fertiliser and pesticide costs

•

Increases customer satisfaction

•

Creates better working conditions

A change of land-use, particularly from arable or fallow land to golf development, can very easily lead to
greater environmental sustainability:
1. Only the fairways, greens and tee boxes on a golf course are intensely managed. So provided that
sufficient land is purchased for the overall golf development, large natural areas of the site can be
allowed to thrive with the added benefit of being managed and cared for.
2. Golfers want to play on golf courses that feel part of the natural environment. Therefore the commercial
interests of the developers are served by building an environmental management strategy into their
overall master plan.
3. Because of the revenue generated by a successful golf development, private funds can actually be
allocated to pro-actively preserving and managing natural areas and wildlife populations without being a
drain on the public sector.
In this report we defer to the Golf Environment Organisation (GEO) for all technical matters regarding
environmental sustainability. GEO is the leading global organisation in this area and we recommend that Peru
works hand in hand with GEO to ensure that its golf development programme puts environmental sustainability
at its core.
However, within IAGTO’s membership we have numerous examples of golf courses being environmentally
sustainable and contributing positively to the local ecology, in many cases preserving and showcasing endemic
species of plant and animal life. In the remainder of this section we have provided just a few examples from
IAGTO members in order to highlight the many ways in which golf course developments can contribute to
environmental sustainability.
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Maintaining Environmental Equilibriums
One of the major changes over the past two decades is that there has been a dramatic drop in the use of
chemical fertilizers and fungicides on golf courses with organic fertilizers and natural plant extract insecticides
now common. Just as one example of the advances in golf course agronomy, the use of Paspallum grass
designed for golf courses can reduce the need for herbicides by 90%.

Wildlife Sanctuaries
Cozumel Golf & Country Club in Mexico’s Riviera Maya has earned certification as an Audubon Cooperative
Sanctuary. The golf course has become one of the premier spots on the island for birding and provides a
habitat for a wide variety of fauna. The golf club makes charitable contributions to environmental concerns on
the island and as part of its Audubon commitment it provides access to school groups for supervised bird
watching. As part of their environmental commitment with the government, they reforested any areas that
were over-cleared. There are 54 conditions with which they have to comply and they submit quarterly reports
to the environmental agency to prove that they are meeting the requirements and not harming the
environment.

Wildlife Abundance
The diversity of wildlife inhabiting the Grupo Questro golf courses in Los Cabos on the tip of Mexico’s Baja
California, speaks for itself. The native Baja vegetation is thriving and foxes, coyotes, wildcats, rabbits, iguanas,
chameleons and rattlesnakes cross the fairways and birds such as quail, woodpeckers, cardinals, bluejays,
pigeons, ducks, eagles, falcons and roadrunners are at home in the corridors of natural vegetation between, on
and around the fairways.

Birdlife
Birdlife is often a major benefactor of well designed and maintained golf courses.
•

The Resort Yacht & Golf Club Paraguayo in Paraguay protects a 200 hectare natural park and is a
member of Birdland whose members meet regularly at its hotel.

•

When Kiawah Island Golf Course was built in South Carolina, they reclaimed 25 acres of wetlands.

•

The Doha Golf Club in Qatar has become a migration staging posts for flocks of birds.

•

The Quinta da Marinha Golf Club near Lisbon in Portugal works closely with the Portuguese Bird
Protection Agency to monitor birdlife on the golf course.

•

The Praia del Rey Golf Club in Portugal’s Oeste region has built bird boxes and floating islands for
nesting birds, and they even carry out autopsies on any dead animals found in order to determine the
cause of death.

•

Druids Glen in Ireland works with Bird Watch Ireland and employs a full time conservation project
manager and a wildlife warden.
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•

Bro Hof Slott Golf Club in Sweden, home to the Scandinavian Masters, built a 75-hectare bird sanctuary
and nature trails on the golf course land.

Animal Conservation
Throughout the world, animal conservation usually requires nature reserves and significant funding. However,
because all golf developments by definition require relatively large areas of land, golf developments can also
play an important, self financing, role in animal conservation.
•

Fish River Sun Golf Club in South Africa employed Environmental Rangers to stop poaching which lead
directly to an increase in the wild buck population.

•

Once rampant, hunting on the land belonging to a golf club in the Azores located in the mid-Atlantic,
has now been outlawed.

•

Roco Ki in the Dominican Republic protects its mangrove swamps and has taken steps to maintain the
integrity of important breeding grounds for endangered crustaceans.

•

The number of different animal species at El Plantio in Alicante in Spain grew from 42 to 114 over the
18 year period from 1990 to 2008 – according to a study made by the International Foundation for
Animal Protection (FIPARM).

Fish River Sun, South Africa, supports 3 schools through its Corporate Social Investment programme

Indigenous Vegetation
The sites visited in Peru do not require the removal of trees or mature natural vegetation. All environmental
impact assessments will aim to minimise disturbance to existing trees and native vegetation. Golf course
architects are very sensitive to this issue and in cases where trees have to be removed, many more trees are
generally planted to compensate. Overall, hundreds of thousands of trees are being planted by golf courses
around the world.
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•

Golf courses in South Africa have helped to preserve the endangered Cycad tree.

•

The Doral Golf Resort & Spa in Miami, with 5 golf courses, recently undertook a scheme to replace 30
acres of turf with native plants.

•

Many golf courses worldwide work with environmental agencies to re-introduce indigenous vegetation

The re-introduction of indigenous vegetation is an opportunity that a golf development would bring
to the arid land of Paracas.

Buffer Zones
Many golf courses have buffer zones, or protected areas, within them and a golf course itself can become a
buffer between an entirely protected area and a touristic, urban or agricultural zone. Wildlife can thrive in
corridors of protected areas which is why IAGTO recommends all new golf developments in Peru allocate
sufficient land for the golf courses so that natural corridors abound and where possible connect.

Water Conservation
Water conservation is one of the most sensitive issues in golf course development, particularly of course where
water is scarce or is in danger of not meeting the needs of the local population. It was envisaged that water
availability would be a major issue in Peru, but we found that irrigation water for the sites selected by Peru Golf
Development would either a) have to come from desalination plants built for the golf course, or b) perform a
role in improving the water quality that was available from existing water sources.

Water Usage
For both economic and environmental reasons, courses are constantly looking for new ways to reduce water
usage. Where there is regular rainfall, many courses do not have to irrigate their fairways for months at a time.
The PGA National in Palm Beach, Florida managed to reduce water usage by 40% in one year. They did this by
a combination of accurate forecasting and installing a more efficient mechanism for distribution. As mentioned
previously, Paspallum grass for example uses one sixth of the water for typical lawn grass. Advanced capturing
mechanism for run-off containment can help to ensure that the majority of water used to irrigate a golf course
can filter back into the ground water for re-use.
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Water Source – Recycled/Reclaimed/Grey/Bio-Recycled
One way to generate water suitable for irrigation is to put dirty water through a treatment plant. Sources of
dirty or ‘grey’ water include effluent, hotel laundry, sugar cane mills etc. Where grey water sources are
available and large volumes of irrigation water are needed, it is particularly useful to have a treatment plant
(TSE) of some size. A commercially viable golf development has the capacity to invest in TSE’s and this can
generate excess water that can be used for the community, perhaps for watering parks and gardens.
For example the Cozumel Golf & Country Club made a sizeable donation to the city for water treatment and also
helps to maintain it. The water treatment plant at Estepona in Andalucia is connected by a piped network to 18
courses and is expanding. Treated water can also be used for the wash-down of golf course maintenance
equipment, where courses have developed ‘closed loop systems’ with zero wastage.
The development of golf courses in Paracas will require the construction of desalination plants,
whilst water treatment plants can work hand in hand with the hotel and resort developments.

Water Enhancement
Water treatment plants can use micro-organisms to purify water and they can also re-oxygenate water. An
extreme version of this can be used in the desalination or reverse osmosis plants that make sea water
drinkable. Aside from this, turf grass is actually an excellent natural filter. In Mauritius it has been discovered
that the quality of water in rivers has improved since the change in land use from sugar cane cultivation to golf
course development.
Land-use shift can improve water quality: This is an important concept for golf developments in the
Valle Sagrado.

Unsuitable for farming, Batalha Golf Club in Azores created housing and employment for local people
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Mission, Vision & Objectives
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Background & Introduction
Established in 1997, IAGTO (International Association of Golf Tour Operators) is the global trade organisation of
the golf tourism industry. IAGTO has more than 2000 member golf resorts, golf courses, hotels, receptive
operators and tourist boards in 88 countries. The membership include over 470 golf tour operators in 59
countries who between them control more than 85% of all golf holiday packages sold worldwide with annual
sales exceeding US$ 1 billion.
In the past decade IAGTO has been commissioned to produce the golf tourism development and promotional
strategies for more than 25 countries and regions worldwide, including Brazil, Mexico, Guatemala and Paraguay
in Latin America.
Following a period of consultation and preparation, the Ministerio de Comercio Exterior y Turismo (MinceTur)
engaged the services of IAGTO in 2012 to prepare a Golf Tourism Development Strategy for the country. A
series of site inspections by IAGTO’s Golf Development consultant, Nick Edmund, was followed by a 14-day visit
by IAGTO President, Peter Walton during which site inspections took place in Lima, Lima Sur (the coast to the
south of Lima), Paracas, Cusco and the Valle Sagrado (Sacred Valley), along with interviews and meetings with
public sector bodies and private sector companies.
On Friday 3rd August a discussion forum on golf tourism took place at the Hotel Atton in Lima focusing on the
value of golf tourism and included a presentation on the initial conclusions from IAGTO’s site inspections and
meetings alongside a presentation on the experiences of Peruvian golf developer and golf tour operator Peru
Golf Developments/Andean Origins.
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Mission, Vision & Objectives
The creation of a golf tourism sector in Peru will be dependent on the construction of new golf courses which
themselves will require an increased level of golf participation on a national level to remain sustainable long
term. Therefore the objectives and vision for this project and for Peru as a golf destination must incorporate
golf as a leisure and sporting activity for Peruvian citizens as well as a tourism activity for international visitors.
This report is designed to establish the parameters that will help ensure that all new golf developments will be
economically viable and sustainable. The report concludes with an Action Plan which sets out the steps for the
implementation of a strategy that encompasses the following objectives.
•

To develop new golf courses in Peru that cater for and are accessible to both national and international
visitors;

•

To create golf destinations in Peru which will attract ‘high-revenue-low-impact’ tourism from a range of
sectors including golf holidays*, holiday golf**, luxury vacations, meetings, conventions, incentives and
business travel;

•

To ensure that all new golf developments are ‘export ready’# and therefore tourism friendly, delivering
an experience that all golf visitors will find enjoyable, memorable and remarkable;

•

To encourage participation in golf amongst Peruvians in order to ensure that all new golf developments
are economically viable and sustainable in the long term;

•

To develop a national golf infrastructure that is inclusive and delivers on a socially responsible agenda,
providing opportunities for education, employment, leisure and sport;

•

To ensure that all new golf developments are not only environmentally sustainable but also contribute
significantly to the ecology of the region;

•

To ensure that all new golf courses contribute positively to water quality and conservation;

•

To create an additional ‘face’ or image of Peru for the outside world that will attract new markets and
inward investment through the construction and promotion of great golf courses.

All of these objectives can be achieved by committing to an integrated national golf development strategy that
will include incentives for the development of appropriate golf projects and international promotion for the new
golf destinations. Success will depend on the motivation of the private sector and investors who will then work
in tandem with the public sector. How best to achieve this vision and these objectives is set out in this report.

Definitions
*Golf Holidays =

holidays where golf is the primary purpose of travel

** Holiday Golf =

holidays where golf is not the primary motivational factor in destination choice

#

golf courses that are suitable and attractive to international visitors from the

Export Ready =

perspective of quality, accessibility, cost and appeal
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SWOT Analysis
The Potential of Golf Tourism to Peru
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Strengths
Global Recognition: Peru is frequently ranked amongst the Top 10 countries that people would like to visit.
Peru is a ‘bucket list’ destination for discerning travellers. Golfers have a higher than average disposable income
and golf travellers represent the wealthiest 50% of all golfers. Subjectively we can assume that golf travellers
as a demographic are globally aware and pre-disposed to be attracted to interesting destinations worldwide.
World Heritage Sites: The labels of Machu Picchu and Cusco can be attached to new golf destinations.
Tourism Infrastructure: Tourism has long been a government priority, and Peru has managed its historical,
cultural and natural assets very well. Therefore there will be an expectation that its golf destinations will be
similarly well presented and managed.
Experienced Hospitality Industry: Lima, Cusco and Paracas boast some top end 4 and 5 star hotels with a
wide range of excellent restaurants in both Lima and Cusco.
Latin American Market Strength: Whilst golfing populations are nowhere near the size of those in North
America, Europe and Asia, golfers represent the highest net worth demographic in Latin America and the
number of golfers is growing rapidly along with their tendency to take golf vacations.
Potential for Domestic Growth: With only 2900 golfers and 8 full length golf courses, Peru has
proportionately a far smaller golf market that the majority of its Latin American neighbours. We have
demonstrated that, provided with the right facilities, Peru’s golfing population should rise rapidly to perhaps
four or five times its current size.
Knowledgeable Golf Community: Whilst the number of golfers in Peru is small, there are five well
established golf clubs in Lima, some with a very long history. The existing golf community will have an
important role to play in the growth of Peru as a golf destination.
Ideal Golf Locations: Lima Sur, Paracas and Cusco/Valle Sagrado represent topographically interesting and
varied golf destinations, with Lima Sur and Cusco/Valle Sagrado easily accessible from the country’s two major
tourism hubs.
Topography: The topography in Lima, Paracas, Cusco and the Valle Sagrado can deliver spectacular first class
and memorable courses with a unique Peruvian character if the best sites are selected.
Economic Strength & Real Estate Demand: There is a growing demand for high quality housing in both
Lima Sur and Cusco.
Access: Direct flights to Lima from the key Latin American markets of Chile, Argentina, Brazil, Mexico,
Colombia and the international golfing markets of the USA, Spain, France & the Netherlands.
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Stability: Peru is generally considered as a safe and stable destination which is just as important for potential
investors as it is for potential golf visitors.
Clean Slate: It is much easier to create a successful golf destination from scratch than to improve an existing
golf destination that has a bad reputation.
Mincetur & PromPeru Support: With government support from the outset, Peru has a much greater chance
of long term success. In our experience no new golf destination, outside of an economic boom, has achieved
sustained success without the public and private sector working together for a common goal.

STRENGTH: Spectacular Topography

Weaknesses
An Unknown Golf Destination: Peru has not in the past, from a tourism perspective, capitalised on having
five well established golf clubs in its capital city. Therefore Peru will be starting virtually from ground zero as a
golf destination and will need to build awareness and a strong reputation from scratch.
Cost of Land (1): Land prices can be comparatively high in locations most suitable for commercially viable golf
courses. House prices appear to be relatively low when assessed against the purchase price of the land.
Therefore to achieve an attractive return on investment within seven years, golf developments would either
need to sell a large number of houses, a large number of memberships or have a diverse and dynamic range of
revenue streams.
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Cost of Land (2): Golf developments will look to purchase between 80-100 hectares for a single 18-hole
project. Although the square metre land prices are targeted at smaller housing developments, the prices do not
seem to be adjusted downwards for large land acquisitions. This is despite the fact that there are very few
business other than golf developments that would purchase such large swathes of land.
Cost of Land (3): In land sales, no allowance is made for the fact that a significant proportion of the
purchased land will remain in its natural state. Golf development land use is far less intense that either
farmland or housing developments.
Government Land: There appears to be little government owned land in locations suitable for ‘first phase’ golf
developments, therefore removing the opportunity for government sponsored golf developments. The one
exception to this is the possibility for a golf academy and short course development on the reclaimed land at
Miraflores in Lima.
Community Land Ownership: The complicated nature of community land ownership in many areas makes
the purchase of large tracts of land for golf development untenable.
Lack of Familiarity with the Business of Golf: With the exception of one or two companies including PGD,
there is a lack of experience and therefore familiarity with commercial golf developments in Peru amongst
investors, developers and landowners. Landowners in particular are not familiar with the long-term benefits of
becoming a partner a golf development, reducing the up-front cost to the investor. Short-term rental of land for
agricultural use may generate less revenue but is more familiar and involves no risk to the landowner.
Water Management: In Paracas and Lima Sur a combination of desalination and water treatment plants will
need to be built and financed. In Cusco and the Valle Sagrado water treatment plants will be required to help
re-oxygenate the water returning to the water table. Construction costs will be higher because of the need for
advanced and closed-loop irrigation systems in the driest locations. Water management is likely to double the
annual maintenance costs.
Lack of Tax Incentives: A lack of existing tax incentives will be an impediment to high value investment from
hotel groups and other national investors.
Requirement for International Investment: Although national investment is growing rapidly in Peru, tt is
anticipated that, due to the high cost of golf development, investment from national companies, organisations
and institutions will be insufficient by itself to fund a project outright. It is therefore likely that all projects will
require investment from international sources.
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Opportunities
Sustainable Development: Peru has the opportunity to implement a national integrated golf tourism
development strategy that embraces environmental sustainability, water conservation and social responsibility.
This is an opportunity not to be missed.
Potential for Rapid Growth: Golf participation levels in Peru are currently way below those in comparable
Latin American countries, and as demonstrated earlier in this report, given the right facilities, domestic golf
participation could grow rapidly to levels perhaps five times current levels.
Golf Academy in Lima: Reclaimed land on Lima’s coast near Miraflores would provide the perfect opportunity
for a Golf Academy and practice facilities for Lima residents interested in experiencing and taking up the sport.

OPPORTUNITY: Golf Academy on Reclaimed Land

Threats
Colombia: If Colombia builds golf courses in popular tourist destinations such as Cartagena, its resurgence as
a safe tourist destination will position it as a strong competitor to golf destinations in the region.
Land Use Re-Zoning: If the re-zoning of land use on the perimeter of the Paracas Natural Reserve does not
allow for golf development then opportunities for developing golf in the resort will be set back.
Industrial Development: Developments in Lima Sur and Paracas will need to be protected from the
encroachment of neighbouring industrial developments which can damage the value of real estate and reduce
the appeal of golf courses to international visitors.
Uncoordinated Approach: An uncoordinated scattergun approach, common to many other destinations,
would seriously impede the development of Peru as a serious golf destination.
Cutting Corners: If developers in Cusco and the Sacred Valley do not allocate sufficient land to the golf course
itself there is the danger of courses lacking the additional length necessary at high altitude (10% per 1500m
above sea level).
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Positioning, Product
& Market Strategies
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Positioning Analysis
We have demonstrated that, despite having eight 18-hole golf clubs,

Peru cannot promote itself as a golf

destination without first constructing new ‘export ready’ golf courses with commercial business strategies that
embrace domestic and international golf visitors. Before laying the foundations for the development of new golf
courses, it is important to look at neighbouring countries and selected golf destinations to see what can be
learned from the comparisons.
However, care must be taken when making comparisons between destinations because the variables are often
very large. In our opinion there are only three areas where the available data can shed light on the potential for
sustainable golf and golf tourism in Peru, and these will be looked at individually:
1) National & City Golfing Populations
2) Number of Golf Courses
3) Tourism Arrival Figures
Golf came early to many of parts of Latin America with the arrival of the railways at the beginning of the 20th
Century, often coordinated by companies from the United Kingdom where golf was already established.
However, after the establishment of a number of country clubs in and around the region’s major cities, until
recently golf development only really took off in Argentina, Chile and Mexico. Now Brazil, Colombia and Costa
Rica together with Guatemala and Panama to a lesser extent, have all enjoyed growing national golfing
populations, more courses and in some cases golf tourism.
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Figure 6 – Golf Courses in Latin America
Country

No. Golf Courses

18 Holes

27 Holes

9 Holes

Other

SOUTH AMERICA
Argentina

326

128

12

170

16

Brazil

121

49

2

63

7

Colombia

65

62

0

3

0

Chile

58

38

2

18

0

Venezuela

24

15

0

9

0

Peru

14

8

0

5

1

Uruguay

11

9

0

2

0

Ecuador

10

7

0

3

0

Bolivia

9

6

0

3

0

Paraguay

6

4

0

2

0

644

326

16

278

24

Total

CENTRAL AMERICA
Mexico

210

122

5

84

9

Costa Rica

13

7

0

6

0

Panama

11

7

1

2

0

Honduras

8

2

0

6

0

Guatemala

6

6

0

0

0

El Salvador

4

3

0

1

0

Nicaragua

3

2

1

0

0

Belize

2

1

0

1

0

Total

257

140

7

100

9
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Figure 7 – Golfing Populations in Latin America
Country

No. Golfers

National Population

GDP Per Person

2011 (millions)

$ 2012

SOUTH AMERICA
Argentina

50,000

41

10,931

Brazil

25,000

197

12,593

Chile

14,000

17

14,393

Colombia

11,000

47

7,079

Venezuela

10,500

29

10,819

Peru

2,900

29

6,010

Uruguay

1,700

3

13,824

Bolivia

1,500

10

2,416

Ecuador

1,500

15

4,558

Paraguay

1,200

7

3,636

119,300

395

Total

CENTRAL AMERICA
Mexico

50,000

115

14,800

Costa Rica

3,000

5

12,100

Panama

3,000

14

5,100

Honduras

2,000

4

14,300

Guatemala

1,000

8

4,400

El Salvador

350

6

7,600

Nicaragua

300

6

3,200

Belize

200

0.3

8,400

Total

59,850

158.3

The Potential for Growth of Golf in Peru
There are currently an estimated 2,900 golfers in Peru, representing 2.5% of all golfers in South America and
1.6% of golfers throughout Latin America.
From Figures 6 and 7 we can see that as a percentage of the population, golf participation in Peru is:
•

3 times lower than the average across South America

•

12 times lower than in Argentina

•

8 times lower than in Chile
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•

6 times lower than in Uruguay

•

2 times lower than in Colombia

If we factor in the national population and the GDP per person in order to give each South American country
equal weighting, every South American country apart from Brazil (because of its very high population of 197
million) out performs Peru in terms of their golfing population by at least a factor of 2 (Chile by a factor of 4).
This is a very crude method to gauge where a country stands in relation to its neighbours in terms of golfing
population development. However, this clearly shows that, in comparison to other South American countries,
Peru is much further down the evolutionary scale in terms of golf population development than it should be
according to basic socio-economic factors.
Golf participation is of course limited by the availability of golf courses, and Figure 8 below shows where Peru
stands in relation to all other golfing nations in Latin America in terms of the number of golf holes.*
Figure 8 – Quantity of Golf Facilities throughout Latin America

250

241

South America
Central America

200
166

150

100

87
64

20

Venezuela

10

Uruguay

11

Peru

5

Paraguay

10

Panama

3

Nicaragua

5

Mexico

4

6

Honduras

9

Guatemala

10

El Salvador

Colombia

Chile

Brazil

Bolivia

Argentina

Belize

2

0

8

Ecuador

50

Costa Rica

50

*Golf holes are used as the most accurate measurement of the quantity of golf facilities in a country i.e. a
destination with two 18-hole courses and one 9-hole course has a total of 45 holes of golf. In the chart above
the total number of golf holes have been divided by 18 to provide a comparative number of golf courses in each
country.
This is an even clearer indication that Peru has far fewer golf courses than would be expected for a successful
South American country of its size with a rapidly growing and stable economy.
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Golf Tourism to and from Latin America
There is very little data available on golf tourism to and from Latin American countries, but IAGTO’s
involvement with golf resorts, golf clubs, hotels and tour operators in the region provides us with an insight into
the market.
The table in Figure 8 would clearly suggest that both the strongest golf markets and golf destinations are
Mexico and Argentina, which is correct. In 2004 IAGTO carried out the first and only golf tourism analysis for
Mexico, demonstrating that golf tourism to the country was then worth $270 million per year with the potential
for a $70 million growth without the need to build any additional golf courses. 94% of all golf tourism to Mexico
was at the time from the USA, but in the Cancun/Riviera Maya region non-USA business represented 22%
because of the good flight connections with Canada and Europe. Mexico is Latin America’s leading golf
destination and outbound golf market.
Argentina has by far the largest number of courses in South America with 140 18-hole and 27-hole courses
(plus a further 186 courses of 9-holes or similar). Whilst the figures put forward by the golf federations of both
Mexico and Argentina suggest that there are some 50,000 golfers in each country, we expect that the numbers
are actually significantly higher than this. However, the requirement to have golf club membership in both
countries does to a certain extent limit their growth in terms of golfing populations. Despite its distance from
the large North American and European markets, Argentina has built a strong incoming golf tourism business.
The strengths of Argentina as a golf destination can be summarised as follows:
•

Well managed ‘old’ golf courses in the major tourism cities that are accessible to visitors;

•

Excellent ‘new’ golf courses recently built in Patagonia providing a real incentive for golfers to stay
longer and play in two or three locations whilst visiting Argentina;

•

A coordinated travel industry with eight specialist and highly experienced IAGTO member inbound golf
tour operators who handle all incoming golf tourism;

•

Funding from the Ministry of Tourism for international promotions;

•

Commercial golf tournaments designed for international visitors to participate in which provides added
value to the golf traveller’s trip.

Argentina is a very popular golf destination amongst seasoned golf travellers. However, the image of Argentina,
just like Peru, is so strong in people’s minds, that a golf tour operator in Poland was able to run an ‘Argentinathemed-golf-tournament’ at a Polish golf course in 2010 and then take 50 bookings for a golf holiday to
Argentina that very same day!
Most long haul golf visitors to Argentina (i.e. all markets outside of South America) stay for approximately two
weeks and play golf in three locations including Buenos Aires, Patagonia and either Cordoba, Mendoza or one of
the other destinations of touristic interest. Latin American golfers will either just play in Buenos Aires or
combine with one other destination including the coastal resort of Mar del Plata.
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Long haul visitors do not tend to visit Mar del Plata because the quality of golf is not particularly high, and it is
less interesting culturally, historically or scenically, despite its proximity to Buenos Aires. Patagonia has become
a strong draw for international golf visitors because of the quality of the golf courses and because the scenery
is spectacular. This is an important comparison for the future development of golf in Cusco and the Valle
Sagrado.
Over half of Brazil’s 51 18-hole and 27-hole courses are in the vicinity of Sao Paulo. There are a handful in Rio
de Janeiro and the rest are spread around this vast country. As a destination Brazil has not yet taken off
despite the interest that golfers have in visiting Brazil to play golf. The reason for this is that as yet the courses
in Rio de Janeiro are either not very attractive or not very accessible to visitors.
Sao Paulo is not a tourist destination, and none of the other tourist hot spots have more than one golf course.
Brazil also suffers because the quality of the golf outside of Sao Paulo is rarely of a high enough standard to be
considered ‘export ready’. The perfect example of this is the Iguassu Golf Club. International golf tour operators
have been very keen to include Iguassu in their golf packages to Brazil and to Argentina. However, the
maintenance of the course is so poor that operators who have sent golfers there will never do so again.

Terravista Golf Course (Brazil)
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Brazil has an incredible opportunity to build very successful golf destinations on its north-east coast. However,
it has not yet been able to do this for the following reasons:
•

A lack of local or national guidance on the building of golf destinations as opposed to individual golf
courses, has made the commercial viability of individual projects weaker and less attractive to
investors;

•

The planning, approval and environmental impact assessment processes are so drawn out that
investors have been reluctant to put in the much needed seed capital when they know that it might
take five years before construction can begin;

•

Despite the availability of national investors with sufficient capital for large projects, investors are wary
of golf developments because in the past poor planning procedures have lead to projects being
stopped mid-construction because of legal challenges.

Despite there only being some 25,000 golfers in Brazil, they are now travelling around the world to play golf.
Groups of Brazilian golfers are not only travelling domestically and to Argentina, Uruguay, Paraguay and Chile,
but also to the USA, Scotland, Ireland, Portugal, South Africa, Australia and Thailand!
Similarly to Brazil, the majority of Colombia’s 62 18-hole courses are in and around Bogota which is not
particularly attractive as a golf destination. However, after the construction of a Jack Nicklaus golf course 45
minutes from Cartagena, we anticipate that a cluster of golf courses will follow which will make Cartagena a
new and exciting golf destination for the North American, European and Latin American markets.
Worldwide, approximately 25% of golfers who play regularly will take a golf holiday within the coming 12
months. However, it appears that in Latin America, the vast majority of golfers will play golf whilst
travelling to other countries at least once a year!
Golf participation in Latin America is growing rapidly and as a source of outbound golf holidays, IAGTO
considers Latin America to be ranked No.1 in terms of rate of growth alongside China and SE Asia. Just as one
example, Sales Director of the famous Trump Doral Golf Resort (with 5 golf courses) in Miami states that
individual leisure bookings have grown 18% year on year for the past three years from Latin American markets
and 15% year on year for group business. Latin American business represents 40% of leisure sales to the
Trump Doral Golf Resort.
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Positioning Statement
Taking into account everything set out in this report, we can build up a picture of how Peru should aim to
position itself as a golf destination in the long term. This is presented below as a Positioning Statement for Golf
Destination Peru.

Golf Destination Peru will be recognised internationally as having some of the most spectacular golf
courses in South America.
Golf Destination Peru will consist of clusters of 18-hole golf courses, easily accessible from
accommodation centres, in locations that are appealing topographically and attractive touristically to
both international and domestic travellers.
Golfers in the key markets of Latin America, North America and Europe will be aware that Golf Destination
Peru comprises a wide variety of golf courses that all have good designs, are consistently well
maintained and deliver an incredible experience to the first time golf visitor.
The golf courses of Golf Destination Peru will be accessible to visitors at prices that will be considered to
deliver extremely good value for money.
Peru will be recognised as a country that embraces sustainability in environment, people and
communities in all of its golf developments built from 2013 onwards throughout the country.
Every visitor travelling to Peru to play golf will be able to see and experience elements of Peruvian
culture, history and ecology as well as its great vistas, simply through the act of playing golf.
The people of Peru will be proud of the positive contribution that all new golf courses make to the
country’s ecology, water conservation, employment, education, cultural exchange and economy.
All new golf courses in Peru will be certified by the Golf Environment Organisation and IAGTO giving
credibility to the destination’s claim to be one of the best and most rewarding golf experiences that
Latin America has to offer.
Golf as a sport and leisure activity will become ever more accessible to the people of Peru and talented
youngsters will be identified and supported by the country’s golf industry.
The creation of Golf Destination Peru will enhance the country’s position from the perspective of
international investors.
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Golf around Cusco can enhance the environment

Golf & Beach on Lima Sur

Greenery in the desert of Paracas

Preserving natural habitat amongst the sands of Lima Sur

Greenery in the desert of Paracas

Valle Sagrado
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Product Strategy - Sustainable Development
There are a number of organisations around the world that specialise in environmental sustainability and some
that have a division dedicated to golf. Of all the organisations, IAGTO considers the Golf Environment
Organisation (GEO) to be beyond doubt the most important body specialising in sustainability for the golf
industry worldwide. GEO works with all areas of sustainability including people and communities as well as
environmental.
For the last six years GEO has been the world’s most dynamic sustainable golf solution provider, entirely
dedicated to supporting and promoting credible and practical action in development, course and club
management, and tournaments.
With a strong, collaborative, non-profit governance structure, GEO brings comprehensive and directly relevant
guidance, programmes, communications and industry ecolabel.
GEO is supported by, and works with golf, governmental and environmental bodies around the world, including
The R&A, European Tour, IAGTO, the Club Managers Association of America, the United Nations Environment
Programme and the Golf Course Architect Associations of Europe, America, Australia, China and Japan.
GEO is developing and sharing the commitments and achievements of the growing and diverse global
community of people and organisations that are leading golf’s sustainability movement.
Promoting a positive and business benefitting outlook and vision, and a comprehensive sustainability agenda
that can be integrated into any golf development, any golf facility and the staging of any golf tournament.
•

Landscape and Ecosystems - protecting and enhancing the ecological value of sites and their
surroundings and enriching biodiversity

•

Water - maximising the efficient use of recycled sources

•

Energy - maximising the efficient use and transitioning to renewable

•

Products and Supply Chains - reducing waste, reusing and recycling, and supporting a green economy
through ethical and environmental purchasing

•

Environmental Quality - protecting and enhancing the quality of water, air and soils

•

People and Communities - maximising golf’s social return through outreach, investment and education

Golf Development
GEO provides the following services, programmes and resources to support and promote sustainable golf
development:
Strategic planning – expert advice for regional and national governments in setting policy and / or spatial
frameworks for the growth of golf;
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Project conceptualization, design and construction – the GEO Legacy programme supports approved
developments, leading to the prestigious GEO Certified™ Development ecolabel;
Golf facility management – the GEO OnCourse programme supports golf facilities in their continually
improving operations and rewards with the ongoing retention of the third party verified GEO Certified™
ecolabel;
Communications – working with partners such as IAGTO to increase visibility and promote leadership, and
helping facilities to market their GEO Certified status.

Recommendations for Peru
As an addendum to this report, please find attached the 60-page Sustainable Golf Development guideline
document produced by GEO. The Chief Executive of GEO, Jonathan Smith, has been briefed by IAGTO on the
Peru Golf Development Strategy project. In the Action Plan at the end of this report, IAGTO recommends that
GEO be engaged by the relevant government body to establish the process for undertaking Sustainability
Impact Assessments, including the environment, people and communities, for every new golf development in
the country. This would need to be coordinated hand in hand with Peru’s existing environmental impact
assessment organisations.
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Product Strategy – Delivering the Experience
For over a decade IAGTO has carried out golf tourism audits to help golf courses, golf resorts and golf
destination deliver the best possible experience to the visiting golf traveller.
In the concluding section of this report, we recommend that all new golf developments in Peru that will depend
at least in part on tourism revenue, take account of recommendations made by IAGTO in terms of creating the
most enjoyable environment for the first time golf visitor.
By necessity, our recommendations would be tailored for each development. IAGTO’s recommendations can be
seen as setting minimum standards in terms of facilities and experience, but in no way should they be
considered as standardising the golf developments themselves. The joy of golf travel lies in the variation and
uniqueness of the golf experience in different countries and destinations.

IAGTO Checklist Examples
More golfers rely on the advice of fellow golfers in the choice of their golf destination than on any other source.
For that reason it is essential that every golf visitor becomes an ambassador for the golf experience in Peru. For
that to happen every golf club needs to look at the service it provides through the eyes of the first time golf
visitor.
Below are some examples of facilities, services and commercial activities that IAGTO looks at when
recommending minimum standards for golf courses.
Golf Course Experience
Caddy service
Caddy language capabilities
Caddy training and education
Pocket course planners
Buggy availability
Can buggies drive on the fairways
Buggy cool boxes
On course refreshments
On course payment method
Speed of play management
Tee box hole maps
Ball washers
Distance markers on tee boxes
Distance markers on sprinkler heads
Distance markers on course
Consistency of distance marking between courses in same destination
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On course rest room facilities
Lightening shelters
Green to tee box signage
Golf Clubhouse Experience
Signage to and from car park
Bag drops
Signage to and between reception, pro shop, locker rooms and practice areas
Reception
Pro Shop
Starter
Practice facilities
Transportation – availability of taxi and shuttle services
Massage & Spa facilities
Locker rooms
Showers
VIP rooms
Restaurants
Function rooms
Value For Money
Green Fee Package – what is included in the green fee
Buggy cost
Caddy cost
Club rental cost
Club rental quality
Number of rental sets
Ladies & left handed sets of rental clubs
Sales & Marketing
Seasonal variation in green fee pricing
Yield management in green fee pricing encouraging early bookings
Ability to make bookings 12 months in advance
Net prices and commissions
Caddy client feedback
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Market Strategy
The marketing of Golf Destination Peru should be planned in detail two years before the first new golf course is
due to open to visitors. The marketing strategy must be developed and revised each year and as new courses
are added to the Golf Destination Peru portfolio.
However, it is already clear what the main markets will be and the categories of visitor that will be attracted to
Peru either for the primary purpose of playing golf or where golf is played as an additional activity.

International Markets
In Figure 9 below we have listed the top 17 markets for tourism arrivals into Peru in 2010 from Chile in first
place to Holland in 17th place. Interestingly, 16 of the 17 countries (Ecuador being the exception) all have high
golfing populations.
Figure 9 – Comparison between Top Tourism Markets for Peru and their Golfing Population Rankings
Tourism Arrivals to Peru 2011
17 Top Markets

Chile

Golf Market Position per Region
Latin

North

American

America

Europe

Asia &
Australasia

4

USA

1

Argentina

1

Brazil

3

Colombia

5

Spain

6

France

4

Canada

2

Ecuador
Germany

3

United Kingdom

1

Mexico

2

Japan

1

Italy

10

Australia

3

Holland

5

The five most important markets for general tourism to Peru are also the five most important golfing markets in
Latin America (Chile, Argentina, Brazil, Colombia and Mexico).
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The USA (27 million golfers) and Canada (5 million) will be of enormous importance to Peru.
In Europe, the only large golfing market that does not feature highly in terms of tourism arrivals to Peru is
Sweden, which is currently the 2nd largest golfing market in Europe. But all other 5 nations in the top 6 in
Europe are important to Peru (Germany, Spain, France, UK and Holland).
Japan (11 million golfers) is the largest golf market by far in Asia, with Australia (1.2 million) having only half a
million less than 2nd placed Korea.
The percentage of golfers who will travel to Peru for the primary purpose of playing golf will be inversely
proportional to the distance they travel. So the greatest percentage of ‘Golf Travellers’ will come from the
closest markets. Golfers travelling greater distances will tend to combine playing golf with touring Peru and
visiting its cultural, historic and natural attractions.

Domestic Market
The domestic market is going to be pivotal for Paracas and Lima Sur. Domestic tourism to Cusco and the Valle
Sagrado will increase because of the access to great golf courses there.
Golf needs to become a primary driver of tourism to Paracas for families and for business events. The Lima Sur
coast will enjoy the broadest mix of visitors types as the golf developments will the most multi-functional of all.
However domestic tourism to Lima Sur will be lower than to Paracas, Cusco or the Valle Sagrado, as most golf
will be played on a daily access basis, without staying overnight.
Domestic travel itself will also facilitate greater real estate sales in all locations which will be central to ensuring
that the golf developments deliver a decent return on investment within a seven year period.
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Securing Investment for
Peru Golf Development
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Positioning for International Investment
The investment required for a real estate golf development in Peru will often be in excess of US$50 million.
From discussions held during the inspection visits, whilst investment from companies in Peru is growing, it is
unlikely that all investment for golf developments will come from national companies and organisations.
International investment will therefore be required.
In Paracas, Cusco and within 70km of Lima on the coast it is unlikely that the golf development master plans
will include a hotel. Smaller boutique hotels are more likely to be included in Valle Sagrado and in Lima Sur
further away from Lima. Therefore the involvement of international hotel groups will not always be the solution.
Conversely in Paracas, the existing hotels and those that are to be constructed will benefit enormously from the
development of a golf course and should therefore be involved in the investment process.
Securing international investment is not straight forward, and there is no ‘blueprint’ for this as investment
tends to be country specific. For example, in China and Brazil, investment is predominantly from national
institutions. In Morocco, the investment is primarily from State (national government), French and Spanish
companies. In Cuba, there are 13 planned golf developments, all with international investors who are based in
Canada, Spain, Vietnam and the United Kingdom.
Peru will need to seek investment partners from the major Latin American players including Chile, Brazil and
Mexico in addition to the USA, Canada, Europe and Asia. Golf developments represent a new direction for
investment in Peru, and investors will be understandably cautious.
Therefore the best advice that we can provide will be for the government and private sector to work together in
demonstrating to potential investors that their investment will be secure and that projects in Peru represent the
best chance of a good return on investment over seven years. Below we list the most important steps that the
government should considered to deliver maximum confidence to the investor market.

Optional Government Actions
Government Incentives: Any investor looking not only to build and sell but to build and operate a golf
development will without look for incentives that will reduce operating costs and therefore increase profitability.
Hotel groups have told us that 1;1 tax credits on profits or on equipment and employment credits are both
valuable incentives.
Reducing Land Acquisition Costs: Landowners must be encouraged to become stake holders in the golf
development instead of simply looking for an immediate cash return. Tax incentives for landowners to become
investors in golf projects on their own land will help reduce the up-front investment enormously, thereby
attracting investment.
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Real Estate Fund: Establish an investment fund for approved golf developments in Peru may be attractive to
investors. This avoids the need for the investor to be tied exclusively to one development and can happen of
course if there is confidence that a viable national strategy will be implemented.
Planning Permission Approvals: Investors can be deterred by the experience of long delays in planning
permission process. The island government or cabildo of Gran Canaria avoided this by preparing a ‘Plan
Territorial’ which identified 18 sites on the island which the cabildo had pre-approved for golf development.
Investors will be drawn to any destination that promises speedy planning permission approvals of multiple
sites.
Fast-Tracking: A government commitment to help developers and investors navigate the various stages of
permissions and authorisations, both national and provincial, will be beneficial.
Funding of Impact Assessments: Rigorous sustainability impact assessments (environment, cultural &
historical) must be undertaken with approval either granted or denied at an early stage. Ideally these
assessments should be completed before pitching to international investors. The alternative is a ‘chicken and
egg’ situation whereby the developer does not have the funds for the necessary environmental licenses until
seed money is raised from investors. Our specific recommendation is that MinceTur establish a Sustainability
protocol with the Golf Environment Organisation (GEO) who can then oversee the environmental and social
impact assessments. Providing sites are carefully chosen, we would recommend that the government consider
funding the impact assessments and sustainability studies. We envisage that these would be carried out by
authorised Peruvian organisations in coordination with GEO.
Real Estate Demand Study: Most investors will be seeking a seven year return on investment, primarily
based on real estate sales. Studies to demonstrate the quantity, demand and pricing of real estate in Lima Sur,
Cusco, the Valle Sagrado and Paracas will be central to the attraction of international investors.
Import Duty Holiday: Specialist machinery and spare parts will need to be imported for the maintenance of
first class golf courses to a standard not yet seen in Peru. We would recommend that import duty be waived on
such machinery for a fixed period, with a longer window for spare parts. This will help ensure that all new golf
courses are maintained to the highest of standards. In return, the new development can be instructed to agree,
where appropriate, to share some of the machinery which is not required on a daily basis with not only other
new courses but with some of the existing courses in Peru to raise golf course standards throughout the
country. It may also be necessary to import specific machinery for the operation of the golf course, including
the irrigation systems.
Tax Holiday for Equipment Sales: A further tax holiday or favourable terms could be considered for golf
carts and sets of golf clubs to be used as rental items on commercial golf courses (open to visitors). Each new
golf development will need at least 50 electric golf carts, each of which has a price tag in the region of
US$5000.
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Commitment to International Promotion: Investors will look for assurances that PromPeru will invest in the
promotion of golf tourism to Peru in the long term, should they invest in the development of Peru’s golf tourism
product.
Research & Development: Government support for approved developers to invest more time in locating the
best sites for golf developments in Peru, and preparing proposals for international investors could be
considered.
Investment Opportunity Showcasing: A small fund could be established to help offset the costs of
developers in their pursuit of international investors. For example for attending international investor events,
visiting investors overseas and hosting investment sales missions in Peru.
Training: A commitment to supporting the training of local workers in new skills related to golf course
operation, from green keeping to English lessons for caddies. This will be well received by potential investors.
Water Conservation: Subsidies for the construction and operation of water treatment and seawater
desalination plants can be offered, in order to operate a sustainable water programme whereby the community
benefits from either or both a) an additional source of purified or recycled water, or b) an improvement to the
quality of local water sources (e.g. treatment and oxygenation of water in the Valle Sagrado).
Lima Academy & Short Course: Support for the development of a golf practice facility in Lima on the
reclaimed land in Miraflores would demonstrate to investors the commitment of the government to the
development of golf as a national sport and leisure activity for people of all backgrounds and from all
communities.
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Case Study - Brazil
To illustrate some of the points made previously and to put golf development into perspective, we have
provided below some experiences of the stages that golf developments go through based on recent projects in
Brazil. Delays are common in Brazil and elsewhere, which demonstrates the importance of the implementation
of national and regional golf development strategies to fast-track the permits and to attract investors.

Land Acquisition & Landowner Involvement
There are various opportunities in Brazil when negotiating with landowners. In many cases the land is provided
to the developer in a ‘barter’ agreement whereby the landowner will become a stakeholder in the development
and receive a percentage of the revenue sales in return for contributing the land to the project. A common
situation in barter agreements is for the land may be worth 15% to 25% of the real estate revenues, although
this of course may vary considerably.
The landowners generally have no responsibility with regard to the costs of construction or the operation and
sales once complete. This ‘landowner to stakeholder’ arrangement avoids the immediate payment of a land
transfer tax (ITBI) which is around 2% of the real land value.
The next stage which has again become common is the establishment of a Real Estate Investment Fund (REIF).
When the project incorporates hotel development, the land utilised for these establishments are also usually
subject to barter agreements, and these can be negotiated with revenue share from the hotel sales. Once a
REIF is established, the original landowner becomes one of the share holders.
In Brazil it can take around 120 days for a REIF to become operational as it requires approval by the relevant
financial and government authorities. The value of the REIF will be equivalent to the projected value of the
entire development, including real estate, hotels and golf course. The definition of the rules of the REIF will
determine how many shares can be sold to different investors.
Where the land is bought outright by the developer or project owner, the landowner would of course not
participate in the REIF. There are also cases where the landowner does not participate in the REIF, but receives
payment for the land in instalments over time. Once the land has been paid off, its freehold ownership is
transferred to the REIF. Again, this financial structure reduces Land Transfer taxes.

Paperwork – Permits & Licenses
Securing the necessary permits is the cause of the greatest delays in golf development, the thought of which
can also scare off potential investors. This is a global issue and in Brazil as elsewhere it is important to work
very closely with the local municipality and the State Government.
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It is very often the size of the project (in terms of hectares) that determines which authority provides the
development permit. For example in some states of Brazil the local municipality can unilaterally give permits to
projects if the land is no larger than 100 hectares, but over this size the responsibility reverts to the State
Government and in some cases the Federal Government. Even where the permits are issued by the State or
Federal Government, the key is still to work very closely with the local municipality as they are normally the
most interested party in developing the project for the benefit of the local community.
From the experience in Brazil, the following preparation can dramatically speed up the processing of permits:
1) Site Evaluation: Clearly define the location and boundaries of the golf development and include
detailed maps and data showing existing land-use, land quality and topography. A benchmark is
important in demonstrating either the current ‘low value’ of the land or the lack of potential it has for
other forms of development.
2) Job Creation: The very first stage is for the developer to evaluate and prepare documentation on a)
the potential employment the project can provide for all its project units (real estate, hotels, golf
courses, commercial areas, residential maintenance, residential house-keeping etc). Much of this work
force will benefit the local municipality population, which means community spirit, local jobs,
improvements to standard of living, and incremental local GDP.
3) Spin-Off Value: Golf developments generate additional work for local companies. This ‘spin-off’
concept is well understood, for example, in the automotive industry, where the supply chains are clearly
defined. It is important the golf developments invest time in presenting the spin-off value of their
construction phase and operational phase, which will include local shops, restaurants, laundries, hotels
and guest houses, supermarkets, transportation companies etc.
4) Incremental Tax Contribution: Taking into account (2) and (3) along with the core revenue streams
of the development, an audited presentation of ‘likely incremental tax revenue’ should be created so
that the financial value of the project can be viewed from a municipal and state or federal basis.
5) Political Support: Ensure that the relevant departments of the State and/or Federal Government
understand the vision.
6) Municipality Support: Approach the Municipality via the higher government offices, or vice versa,
depending on which is most appropriate. In most cases in brazil it is the State is the body that
authorizes concessions, and the State that is approached first.
7) Multi-Faceted Presentation: The next stage is to approach local council and ensure that all aspects of
all stages of the proposed development are presented clearly. Golf developments are often complicated
mixed-use projects that may take shape over a number of years. For each part of the project that could
be considered independently (e.g. golf course, real estate, villa rentals, hotel, club house & function
rooms) ensure that the necessities, impact and benefits are clearly defined, so that permits are not
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delayed or denied because of just one part of the project. Many communities have licensing committees
that are made up of people with specific skills or qualifications, such as architects, lawyers, commerce
associations etc. Time must be taken to address the impact of the project from each of these angles.
8) Land Use By-Laws: After consultation between the developer and the local council, it is sometimes
useful or necessary for the local council to establish a by-law specific to the project. For example, a site
selected by a golf developer might be a low productive rural area in what might otherwise be described
as an important agricultural zone (for example, fallow land that has been exhausted by over intensive
coffee plantations in Brazil). If the local council agrees that the golf development will be the best use for
the site, they might need to write a by-law to change the land-use regulations for that specific site. This
can avoid problems and delays further down the line. A by-law might be necessary, for example. to
increase the square metres that can be used for real estate developments, in order for the golf
development to be financially viable.
9) Community Services: Many golf developments will include the provision of additional facilities or
services which are of benefit to the local community. This might be anything from parks, sports fields,
clinics or school rooms or a museum. Agreement is often reached between the developer and the local
council for ‘compensatory facilities’ such as these which in term bring tax benefits to the developer.
10) Improved Infrastructure: Another key point is the great improvement in local infrastructure that a
golf development can bring to a community. This includes access, energy, water supply etc. Such
infrastructure developments are frequently highly subsidised by governments due to the tax
contribution from the project and the direct benefit the community. Infrastructure development will
often also have a major impact on attracting more businesses to the area.
11) Tax Concessions: Tax breaks or ‘tax holidays’ are essential for construction period of a golf
development due particularly to the length of time between the costs of constructions and the revenue
of operation. There are a number of areas where tax concessions are appropriate:
a.

The non payment of land transfer taxes real estate sales. This tax will only be paid by the
property buyer on signing of the contract. This can be a huge financial incentive for the
developer and investor (with a nominal value of 2% in Brazil);

b.

Property land tax, only to be paid on the sale of a property. This has a nominal value of around
4%;

c.

VAT reduction or exemption during construction period;

d.

Reduction of employment tax during construction;
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e.

Liberation of property tax for tourism establishments for 10 years as an incentive to develop
this lucrative new niche market and generate tourism expansion, this may include a reduction
on VAT as well;

f.

Non payment or reduction of construction licenses fees during the construction period.

One of the common obstacles that golf developments experience in new golf destinations is stems from the lack
of specific technical knowledge related to golf development amongst local government technicians. This lack of
experience can generate insecurities amongst government officials and is often quoted as a reason for large
golf development projects not advancing.
Therefore everything must be done to make sure that local government officials charged with the responsibility
of providing the permits are given the support they need to make appropriate decisions. It helps, for example,
for the developer to use an national architectural firm which is experienced with working with local councils. In
South American architects tend also to be experts in planning and environmental laws for construction. The
local language and technical information in the processing of permits tends to be regional and somewhat
bureaucratic. The experience in Brazil is that the local officials react much better to the approach of local
architectural firms who understand the processes than to direct interaction with the international investors or
developers. One comment was ‘Keep the investors away from local meetings’!

Environmental Impact Assessment
The recommendations in the preceding ‘paperwork’ section relate to standard development permits. However, it
is important to note that many countries do not have any defined environmental law for golf.
This is why IAGTO strongly recommends that the government in Peru work closely with an organisation like Golf
Environment Organisation (GEO) to ensure that the Environmental Impact Assessment for all golf developments
are relevant, beneficial and tailored to the destination.
Outlining clearly the preservation areas is an essential part of the planning. In terms of taxation, golf courses
can be considered to be ‘Park Land’, which reduces or totally exempts taxation. The heavy taxation of golf
courses in some countries is a major contributor to a lack of interest from potential investors due to the
differential risk between revenues and tax on large land areas.
The environmental license procedure in Brazil is in four stages as follows:
•

Provisional License Application (LP)

•

Project Guides Lines

•

Project Memorial (list of properties and constructions on site)

•

Occupation Plan
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On producing the information and registering the project a Technical Instruction (IT) list is defined which in
Brazil can take up to 90 days to register.
The IT is the first step in getting the EIA/RIMA underway which will liberate the LP. The IT is based on the
information supplied and the developer must then adhere to this list. Working closely with the local government
speeds the whole process up. Again the local ‘Environmental Engineer’ appointed by the developer must work in
conjunction from local community and normally has direct access to local government planning technicians.
180 days is the normal period that it takes to complete this process, but a close working relationship with the
local technicians can speed up the process. In Brazil, once this has been done a Public Audience is required,
which must be advertised 30 days in advance and is open to the local community to ask questions of the
developer and local council. If there are no complaints within 30 days of the meeting, the developer receives an
authorised LP.
From this stage the developer is required to submit detailed project plans and then to submit more detailed
plans with a time-line at the beginning of each phase of the construction, which is the normal planning
procedure.

Attracting Investors
If the landowner becomes a stakeholder in the development, it is important that the ownership of the land is
transferred in its entirety to the Project, and that it does not remain in a family name as this can bring long
term problems with inheritance and other family issues.
During the process of signing up an investor, the following steps are common:
•

Due diligence on tax concessions and tax liabilities in cooperation with the municipality where the land
is registered is essential.

•

Due diligence on the landowner to ensure that there are no pre-existing legal or ownership disputes
that may delay or prevent the deal from going through.

•

It is essential that all properties on the site, of any form including shacks and storage buildings, are
accounted for on the deed of sale. There have been cases, for example, where the landowner may in
the past have promised a building to an employee. In some countries there are also ‘rights of
possession’ where an individual can receive resident rights if they can show, through testimony of
friends and family, that they have occupied a building for two years or more. Some countries have laws
that protect the population to the right of residence if they prove that is their only place of residence.

•

Particularly if any of the buildings on the site have an electricity connection, it is imperative to verify
that the bill is in the landowner’s name, otherwise this could lead to major disputes.
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•

The correct property boundaries must be recorded on the official registry. Many properties have old
registrations that have not been updated and through time boundaries can move through irregular
occupations of neighbours or for other reasons including the building of roads and access ways. This is
imperative as, in Brazil, it can take 60 days to apply and make changes to the Registry of Boundaries
and may require aerial photography as well as verification from neighbouring properties.

•

Financial due diligence on the proprietors to verify that land is not been used as guarantee with
financial institutions.

•

As soon as negotiations begin with the landowner it is essential to have a legal agreement that prevents
the landowner from selling, transferring or negotiating the sale of the land to third parties. This
restriction of course will have a time limit. All costs relating to this agreement should be met by the
landowner as even the disclosure of the discussions regarding the potential project usually add value to
the price of the land.

•

When government land is involved the same processes should be applied, and when land concessions
are used, the value of the usage and obligations must be negotiated carefully. This is best done through
municipal, state and federal bodies, taking into account that personnel and governing parties can
change with each election.

Considerations for Developers
If a developer is not an investing partner in the project and just a contractor, the process for the developer is
fairly simple. The key of project progression is to find an investor who understands the vision of the project and
its timeline. The master plan is the key to the eventual success or failure of the project and many projects fail
at this early ‘concept’ stage by either over populating the real estate wrongly assessing the potential demand.
Contractors tend to shy away from investing in projects as they tend to be very focused on their revenue per
square metre business model. Contractors generally have little understanding of the operational side of a golf
development and there are a number of examples in Brazil of projects that have not been operationally
successful, and this has hindered the expansion of the golf resort market in the country.
At an early stage it is important to clearly define the roles of the different participants in the project, from
landowner to developer and from contractor to investor. Right from the outset it is important to consider the
operational viability of the end product and the sustainability of the project. For this reason international
organisations such as IAGTO and GEO should be brought in at an early stage in order to prepare, respectively,
a long term Golf Tourism Positional Analysis and Social & Environmental Sustainability Plan for the
development.
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How to Minimise Delays
The two most common causes of delay with golf developments are the pythons of bureaucracy and finance.
Meticulous preparation with the backing of the highest level of government, following an agreed order of actions
which laid down in a national golf tourism development strategy, is the key to avoiding bureaucratic delays.
Government support, at all levels, is essential in order to provide potential investors with the confidence that
they need. In Brazil in the past decade there were 15 golf development projects that became public knowledge
but did not get off the ground. For six of these it was due to a breakdown in the financial structure or a simple
lack of investment. The other nine projects did not go ahead because they were unable to secure the necessary
permits.
The best golf developments will find investors. Therefore delays in attracting the necessary financial investment
can be avoided simply by demonstrating with authoritative backing that a) the project will be economically
viable and will deliver a desirable return on investment within an acceptable time frame, b) that all of the
necessary permits and decisions have either already been obtained or will proceed quickly and efficiently, and
c) that a national framework exists that inspires confidence in the investor that the golf tourism sector will
continue to receive government support in the long term.
IAGTO would like to thank golf development consultant and director of Golf Corporate Brazil, Michael Nagy, for
providing the detailed insights into golf development in Brazil in this section.
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Recommended Action Plan
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Operative Plan & Parameters for Competitiveness
In this final section we set out the general guidelines for an Operative Plan including general actions, indicators
and goals. The Golf Environment Organisation and IAGTO itself are the two leading global organisations working
specifically with the Economic and Sustainable world of golf tourism.
The government of Peru has a unique opportunity to shape the development of golf and golf tourism
throughout the country. The situation is unique because golf development has not yet begun in earnest. The
implementation of an integrated national golf tourism development strategy is necessary because golf course
developments do not survive on their own. They are dependent on the success of neighbouring golf courses and
on the growth in national popularity of golf as a sport and leisure activity.
The role of the government is to create the conditions necessary for Peru to become a first class successful and
sustainable golf destination that benefits the people and communities of Peru. The steps that the government
should take can be summarised as:
•

Delivering the confidence that investors look for by committing to a long term golf development
strategy;

•

Laying down the rules to ensure that all new golf developments are environmentally sustainable and
socially responsible;

•

Encouraging the development of golf only where it contributes to the national golf and golf tourism
strategy;

•

Providing support mechanisms to ensure that the most suitable land is made available for the
development of golf projects;

•

Creating incentives and providing data (e.g. real estate demand) to attract investment and to help
ensure that all new golf developments become and remain economically viable;

•

Investing in the promotion of Peru as an integrated golf destination to all key markets worldwide;

•

Providing conditions that encourage the growth in golf participation throughout the country.

To achieve all of this we recommend that the government adopt the following Action Plan.
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Stage 1 - Establish Sustainability Criteria
Before publicly announcing the government’s support for an integrated golf tourism development strategy, it
must ensure that it has in place a clear process for ensuring the environmental sustainability and social
responsibility of every new golf development.
1) The government should first of all engage the services of the Golf Environment Organisation (GEO) to
establish the process undertaking Sustainability Impact Assessments (SIA) including the environment,
people and communities.
2) All new golf development projects must be required to undertake an SIA.
3) The government should consider subsidising the cost of undertaking SIAs. The subsidy would only be
provided for developments that meet the criteria of the ‘Plan Territorial’ for golf tourism development
(see Step 2).

Stage 2 – Establish a ‘Plan Territorial’
Golf tourism depends on the existence of clusters of ‘export ready’ golf courses in the most appropriate
locations. Broad guidelines for this Plan Territorial have been set out in this document. However, the Plan
Territorial is fluid and can be adapted to include other destinations and locations. IAGTO can be consulted
throughout this process.
The incentives recommended in this Action Plan should be made available only to golf developments that meet
the criteria of the Plan Territorial and only to those developments that are considered to be Export Ready and
will therefore make a positive contribution to the country’s integrated golf tourism development strategy (see
Step 3 for identifying Export Ready status).

Stage 3 – Qualifying Export Ready Golf Developments
In Steps 1 and 2 we recommend that only those golf developments that are considered likely to be both
Sustainable and Export Ready will receive government incentives. The SIA covers the question of future
sustainability and IAGTO can be consulted on the question of being export ready. For a course to be export
ready it must have a business model that is relevant to golf tourism. It must also make a commitment to
undertake a raft of best practices that have been referred to in this report, in order to ensure that all
commercial golf courses developed in Peru meet and exceed minimum standards.
The great variety of golf courses and golf course developments means that the business model and plans for
each golf development must be assessed individually, and best practises applied accordingly. IAGTO can work
with the government on these assessments in a similar way that we recommend GEO work with the
government on sustainability assessments, on a project by project basis.
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Stage 4 – Tax Concessions and Incentives for Investors
Our example from Brazil showed that almost half of proposed golf developments failed to get off the ground
because they were unable to secure the required investment. This can either be because costs were too high to
make a return on investment viable, or simply because the most suitable investors were not found.
A principal role of the government will be to inspire confidence in national and international investors and to
provide tax concessions and incentives that will help not only attract investors but will reduce costs and make
the operation of the golf developments more productive and therefore the return on investment more secure.
The package of tax concessions and incentives that can be offered will be up for debate, but we have listed a
number below that have been mentioned in this report.
•

1:1 tax credits on profits or equipment

•

Employment credits

•

Land transfer tax waiving (see Step 5)

•

Land sales tax waiving (see Step 5)

•

Import duty holiday for maintenance machinery and spare parts

•

Tax holiday for golf carts and rental clubs

•

Subsidies for construction and operation of water treatment plants

Stage 5 – Land Acquisition
Some golf developments fail simply because they were built in the wrong place! Sometimes golf courses are
built purely because ‘that is where the land was available’ instead of holding out for the best location for
economic and environmental sustainability.
Therefore we strongly believe that the government should invest time and resources in helping to ensure that
the private sector partners are able to consider all possible land options.
1) A national survey should be conducted of government land, over 60 hectares in size. This should be
conducted in two phases: 1) In regions covered by the initial Plan Territorial, and 2) in all other parts of
the country accessible and interesting to visitors.
2) Logistical support should be given to companies like Peru Golf Developments (PGD) in their search for
appropriate sites. This may involve ensuring that national, provincial and municipal authorities lend
their support to recognised golf development companies (PGD for example is an IAGTO member).
3) Landowners should be encouraged to become stakeholders rather than purely seeking cash for land
sales. Incentives can be used for landowners who choose this option, such as
a.

Waiving of land transfer taxes

b.

Waiving of land sales tax
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Such incentives could also be used for landowners who reduce their square metre price in proportion to the
percentage of land that will remain preserved and undeveloped in accordance with the SIA study.

Stage 6 – Government Liaison & Technical Body
Golf tourism and golf development is relatively new to Peru but requires a high level of specialised skill from
officials who will take decisions on permits and licenses etc. This has been addressed to a certain extent
through our recommendation of involving both GEO and IAGTO in carrying out sustainability and golf tourism
viability assessments. However, it is important that officials at all levels, particularly on the local municipal
level, have access to government officials at the provincial and national level who are involved in the golf
tourism development strategy and who can advise on technical aspects.
This is particularly important where local authorities have to consider the re-zoning of land-use, for example.

Stage 7 – Investor Sales
All of the previous steps have been designed to position Peru as a very investable destination in terms of new
golf developments approved and recommended by the government. As stated previously, finding investors is
not at all easy. The size of investment required for golf developments will usually mean that international
investment is required.
We recommend the establishment of a small Investor Sales fund that can be applied for by private sector
companies that wish to attract investors for approved golf developments. Examples for its use could include:
•

Commissioning of studies designed to demonstrate the economic viability of a project (e.g. ‘real estate
demand in Cusco and the Sacred Valley’);

•

Sales missions to relevant Investment conferences overseas or independent sales missions to meet with
potential investors;

•

Invitation of investors to Peru or the attendance of relevant investor events in Peru

•

Research on reducing development or operational costs or sustainability enhancements (e.g. research
to identify the most cost effective water treatment or desalination plants for golf developments in Peru;
or the importation of environmentally friendly buggies for golf courses).

Stage 8 – Public Commitment to Golf Tourism Development and the Growth of the Game in Peru
Once all of the above is in place, we recommend that the government declares its support for the
implementation of an integrated golf development strategy.
This should include a commitment to the promotion of golf tourism once new courses are in place. A golf
tourism promotion plan should be put in place by PromPeru approximately two years prior to the opening of
new golf courses. IAGTO can assist with this process.
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It is also important to support the growth in the participation of golf in Peru, ensuring that a hand is extended
to underprivileged kids and beginners with talent, and not only those with the means to attend an existing
private golf club.
The development of golf participation in Peru can be coordinated by the Peru Golf Federation which can request
assistance from the R&A (Royal & Ancient) all of which can be assisted by GEO which works with most of the
important global bodies in golf.
The development of a golf academy and practice facilities, open to the public, should be considered for Lima on
the reclaimed land on the coast close to Miraflores.

Stage 9 – Mission Statement
The implementation of a national integrated golf and golf tourism development strategy should be rigorous but
flexible. In preparation for any public announcement we recommend that a Mission Statement be prepared, in
coordination with GEO and IAGTO, and that this form the basis of all that follows.
The strategy itself should be reviewed every year and adjusted when appropriate to take account of changing
conditions. Although the basic premise and government commitments must of course remain unchanged.

“If in case of a planet catastrophe we would have the choice to choose from one country to save and
rebuild the planet from, undoubtedly I would choose Peru.”
Renowned ecologist David Bellamy
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Conclusions & Recommendations
Although Peru has eight 18-hole golf courses, it cannot currently be considered to be a golf destination.
However, Peru has the potential to become a successful and sustainable golf destination provided that a
coordinated development approach is adopted with the support of both the public and private sector.
The implementation of an integrated golf tourism strategy will deliver not only incremental ‘high value low
impact’ tourism but also more jobs, education and sporting opportunities, additional leisure activities, increased
domestic travel, housing and international investment. Environmental sustainability can be guaranteed and the
carefully planning of golf courses can also be used to showcase the country’s unique cultural and historical
heritage.
The value of golf development is not limited to the golf tourism that it generates as there will be a powerful
knock-on effect in other sectors including meetings, incentives, conferences, real estate sales and luxury
holidays. The development of successful golf destinations in key locations will also raise Peru’s profile as a
tourism destination amongst entirely new markets.
To achieve these goals Peru must build the right courses in the right places and the right time, ensuring that all
developments make a positive contribution to environmental sustainability, water conservation and social
responsibility. Whilst golf development in Peru must be made attractive to the investor, every golf development
must also become part of a national legacy for the people of Peru to benefit from and enjoy.
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Guidance

|

Recognition

|

Field Manual

Sustainable Golf Development

01

Developing — or
redeveloping
— golf courses
around a
vision of social,
environmental
and economic
sustainability is an
extension of golf’s
roots. It’s not a
revolution but an
evolution of ageold values
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Create your Legacy

Design

Building a Winning Team

The Business of
Sustainable Golf
Field Manual – Design

About the Guidance

The Language of Sustainability
Construction

The Integrated Approach
Planning
Field Manual — Construction
Field Manual – Planning
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1. Enrolment
2. Planning

3. Design

4. Construction

5. Certification
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GEO LegacyTM Milestones
€
€

The boxed GEO Legacy™ features
throughout this document detail the
milestone reports produced as you work
towards the GEO Certified™ ecolabel for
Development or Renovation.
The Legacy Field Manual can be found in
full at golfenvironment.org/legacy.
Abbreviated checklists for planning, design
and construction can be found at the end
of the key chapters in this document.

Legacy™
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Sustainable Golf Development
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Sustainable Golf Development
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Legacy™

Legacy planning
Produce a Sustainability Blueprint for your project. Paint a powerful picture of your sustainability
vision and objectives; get on the front foot in local government and community conversations;
demonstrate clearly and concisely how sustainability cuts to the heart of what you are seeking
to create. Describe the ways that your project will benefit people and the environment, and
how you are credibly addressing inevitable trade-offs and unavoidable impacts.
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Landscape and
ecosystems
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Water

Energy and
resources

Products and
supply chains

Environmental
quality

People and
communities
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Legacy design

Taking your expression of sustainability to the next level. Putting flesh on the bones of
your Sustainability Blueprint.

Legacy™

Explain how your integrated approach has folded ecological richness, resource
efficiency and community integration into the physical layout and design of diverse
strands of development.
Visualize the sustainability of your golf course, clubhouse, maintenance facility
and other components. Overlaying all your design details – for grassing, irrigation,
drainage, landscaping, earthworks. Show how they come together for a complete
real world outcome.
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Water

Energy and
resources

Products and
supply chains

Environmental
quality

People and
communities
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Legacy construction

Reinforce your due diligence in protecting the quality of the
environment and consideration of local people. Represent the
comprehensive breadth and depth of best practices to be applied.

Legacy™

Create a resource which benefits project managers and constructors,
and which satisfies regulatory needs. Leave a simple but effective
grow-in and management hand over plan to ensure your sustainability
legacy continues.
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quality
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Practicality
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drive environmental performance
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